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SYMMETRIC POWERS AND NORMS OF MACKEY
FUNCTORS
JOHN ULLMAN
Abstract. In this paper we give detailed algebraic descriptions of
the derived symmetric power and norm constructions on categories
of Mackey functors, as well as the derived G-symmetric monoidal
structure. We build on the results of [Ull2], in which it is shown
that every Tambara functor over a finite group G arises as the ze-
roth stable homotopy group of a commutative ring G-spectrum.
The norm / restriction adjunctions on categories of Tambara func-
tors promised in [Ull2] are demonstrated algebraically. Finally, we
give a new characterization of Tambara functors in terms of multi-
plicative push forwards of Mackey functors, and use this to obtain
an appealing new description of the free Tambara functor on a
Mackey functor which closely matches the structure of equivariant
extended powers.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and n > 1. We can define the n’th symmetric
power construction on Mackey functors over G by
Symn(M) := pi0((HM)∧n/Σn).
Note that this is not equal to M⊗n/Σn. However, the results of [Ull2]
make it possible to give an algebraic description of Symn. We restate
the relevant results here for convenience, using C to denote the derived
free commutative ring G-spectrum functor, and recalling that pi0 of a
commutative ring G-spectrum is a Tambara functor (see [Bru] or [Str]).
Theorem 1.1. [Theorem 5.2 of [Ull2]] If X and HR are commutative
ring G-spectra, with X (−1)-connected and HR Eilenberg MacLane,
then pi0 induces a bijection between maps X → HR in the homotopy
category of commutative ring G-spectra and maps pi0X → R of Tam-
bara functors.
Theorem 1.2. [Theorem 5.3 of [Ull2]] The functor pi0 induces an
equivalence from the homotopy category of Eilenberg MacLane com-
mutative ring G-spectra to the category of Tambara functors.
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2 JOHN ULLMAN
Corollary 1.3. [Corollary 5.8 of [Ull2]] If M is any Mackey functor
then pi0C(HM) is the free Tambara functor on M .
Thus, for any Mackey functor M we have that Symn(M) is the n’th
degree part of the free Tambara functor on M . We give a detailed
algebraic description of this in Section 2. The precise statement is
given by Corollary 2.13, and the geometric fixed points are given by
Corollary 2.17.
Next, let H be a proper subgroup of G. Letting NGH denote the
derived norm functor of [HHR], we can define a norm construction
sending H-Mackey functors to G-Mackey functors by
NGH (M) := pi0N
G
H (HM).
Using our description of free Tambara functors, and the fact that the
norm functor gives the left adjoint of restriction from commutative
ring G-spectra to commutative ring H-spectra, we give an algebraic
description of this norm construction in Section 3. The precise state-
ment is given by Theorem 3.5, and the geometric fixed points are given
by Proposition 3.7.
Next we put a G-symmetric monoidal structure on Mackey functors:
for each finite G-set T and Mackey functor M , we let
M⊗T := pi0(HM)∧T .
We give an algebraic description of this in Section 4. The precise state-
ment is given by Theorem 4.6.
These first descriptions of the norm andG-symmetric monoidal struc-
ture are unsatisfying, since they do not give intrinsic generators and
relations. We give intrinsic descriptions in Section 5, along with several
structure maps. Then we use multiplicative push forwards to cleanly
match our descriptions to topology in Section 6.
In [Ull2] it is shown that the norm construction NGH on Mackey func-
tors gives the left adjoint of restriction on Tambara functors. We restate
the result here for convenience.
Corollary 1.4. [Corollary 5.13 of [Ull2]] If H is a subgroup of G,
then the left adjoint of the restriction functor from G-Tambara functors
to H-Tambara functors coincides with NGH on underlying commutative
Green functors.
In Section 7 we give an algebraic demonstration of this adjunction, ob-
taining along the way a similar adjunction for semi-Tambara functors.
Finally, in Section 8 we define multiplicative push forwards of Mackey
functors and give an algebraic description. We use these to give an al-
ternative characterization of Tambara functors asmultiplicative Mackey
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functors, and to give an alternative formula for the free Tambara func-
tor on a Mackey functor which closely matches the structure of equi-
variant extended powers.
We work throughout this paper with orthogonal spectra. We denote
the category of orthogonal G-spectra by SpG and the category of com-
mutative ring G-spectra by commG. We utilize the S model structures
of [Sto], so that induction and restriction functors are Quillen pairs,
and always index on a complete G-universe. Recall that we can pull
back the positive model structure to commG. We refer to [Sto] and
Section A.4 of [Ull1] for background on these model structures, which
build on the classical ones from [MM].
We will use the notation Mack(G) for the category of G-Mackey
functors, and sMack(G) for the category of semi-Mackey functors (that
is, Mackey functors without additive inverses).
2. Symmetric Powers of Mackey Functors
In this section we give an algebraic description of symmetric powers of
Mackey functors. As explained in the introduction, this comes down
to describing the free Tambara functor on a Mackey functor. Hence,
we begin by giving a definition of (semi-)Tambara functors, after some
preliminaries. LetG be a finite group, and let FinG denote the category
of finite G-sets. Also let Set 6=∅ denote the category of nonempty sets.
Let i : X → Y and j : Y → Z be maps in FinG. Let∏
i,j X := {(z, s) : z ∈ Z, s : j−1(z)→ X, i ◦ s = Id}
be the set of sections of i defined on fibers of j, with G acting by
conjugation. There is an obvious G-map
p :
∏
i,j X → Z
(z, s) 7→ z
as well as an evaluation G-map as below.
e : Y ×Z
∏
i,j X → X
(y, (z, s)) 7→ s(y)
Observe that the diagram below commutes.
Y ×Z
∏
i,j X
e

pi2 //
∏
i,j X
p

X
i
// Y
j
// Z
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An exponential diagram is any diagram in FinG which is isomorphic
to one of the above form. If the diagram
A
f

g // B
h

X
i
// Y
j
// Z
is an exponential diagram we will say that (f, g, h) is a distributor for
(i, j). We can now define semi-Tambara functors. Our definition is
equivalent to that of Tambara’s "semi-TNR functors" in [Tam].
Definition 2.1. A semi-Tambara functor M is a triplet of functors
M∗ : FinopG → Set 6=∅
M∗ : FinG → Set 6=∅
M? : FinG → Set 6=∅
with common object assignment X 7→M(X) such that
(i) if X i−→ Z j←− Y is a coproduct in FinG then
M(X)
M∗(i)←−−−M(Z) M
∗(j)−−−→M(Y )
is a product in Set 6=∅,
(ii) for any pullback diagram
P
p

q // Y
i

X
j
// Z
we have the two relations M∗(j) ◦M∗(i) = M∗(p) ◦M∗(q) and
M∗(j) ◦M?(i) = M?(p) ◦M∗(q), and
(iii) for any exponential diagram
A
f

g // B
h

X
i
// Y
j
// Z
we have M?(j) ◦M∗(i) = M∗(h) ◦M?(g) ◦M∗f .
A map of semi-Tambara functors M → N is a collection of maps of
sets M(X) → N(X) which forms a triplet of natural transformations
M∗ → N∗, M∗ → N∗, M? → N?. We denote the category of semi-
Tambara functors by sTamb(G).
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The third condition above is called the distributive law. IfM is a semi-
Tambara functor the structure maps M∗(f) are called restrictions, the
M∗(f) are called transfers and the M?(f) are called norms. When the
choice of M is clear we will denote these by rf , tf and nf , respectively.
Now for any X ∈ FinG, the composite
M(X)×M(X) ∼= M(X∐X) M∗(IdX∐ IdX)−−−−−−−−−→M(X)
defines an operation making M(X) into a commutative monoid. We
call this addition; the unit (zero) comes from the unique transfer
M∗ : M(∅)→M(X).
A Tambara functor is a semi-Tambara functor M such that these
monoids are abelian groups. We denote by Tamb(G) the category of
Tambara functors. Note that we obtain analogous definitions of semi-
Mackey and Mackey functors by deleting the norms from the above
definition.
Next, using norm maps instead, we obtain a second operation which
distributes over the first. We call this multiplication. With these com-
mutative semi-ring structures the restrictions become maps of rings, the
transfers are maps of modules, and the norms are maps of multiplica-
tive monoids. Thus a Tambara functor defines a commutative Green
functor. We also obtain forgetful functors sTamb(G) → sMack(G)
and Tamb(G)→Mack(G) by neglect of the norms.
The Grothendieck group construction gives left adjoints
sMack(G)→Mack(G)
sTamb(G)→ Tamb(G)
to the appropriate forgetful functors. For Mackey functors this is
trivial; for Tambara functors see [Tam] (or, alternatively, Section 13
of [Str]). Next we give a definition of free Tambara functors.
Definition 2.2. Let M be a Mackey functor. A free Tambara functor
on M is a Tambara functor T(M) together with a map of Mackey
functors M → T(M) which is initial among maps from M to Tambara
functors. A free semi-Tambara functor on a semi-Mackey functor M is
a semi-Tambara functor sT(M) together with a map of semi-Mackey
functors M → sT(M) which is initial among maps from M to semi-
Tambara functors.
Of course, free (semi-)Tambara functors are unique up to unique iso-
morphism, so we may speak of the free (semi-)Tambara functor on a
(semi-)Mackey functor.
We now give a construction of the free semi-Tambara functor on a
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semi-Mackey functor M . Let X ∈ FinG. We define sT0(M)(X) to be
the set of equivalence classes of pairs (U i−→ V j−→ X, u ∈M(U)), where
i and j are maps in FinG and (U i−→ V j−→ X, u ∈M(U)) is equivalent
to (U ′ i
′−→ V ′ j′−→ X, u′ ∈ M(U ′)) if and only if there is a commutative
diagram
U
i // V
j // X
U ′
f ∼=
OO
i′
// V ′
g ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f and g are isomorphisms and rf (u) = u′. Such a pair
represents a transfer of a norm of an element from M . We define
restrictions, transfers and norms for sT0(M) as follows. If f : X → Y is
a map in FinG we define tf ((U i−→ V j−→ X, u)) to be (U i−→ V f◦j−−→ Y, u).
If instead f : Y → X, we form the diagram below, where the squares
are pullbacks,
U
i // V
j // X
Q
g
OO
h
// P
q
OO
p
// Y
f
OO
and define rf ((U
i−→ V j−→ X, u)) to be (Q h−→ P p−→ Y, rg(u)). It is
simple to verify that we now have a semi-Mackey functor. Addition is
achieved by taking disjoint unions of the U ’s and V ’s; the zero element
consists of the diagram with U and V empty and the element 0 ∈M(∅).
Now suppose again that f : X → Y ; to define the corresponding norm
we take our cue from the distributive law. Form the diagram below,
where the rectangle is exponential and the square is a pullback,
U
i // V
j // X
f // Y
P
p
OO
q
// A
g
OO
h
// B
k
OO
and define nf ((U
i−→ V j−→ X, u)) to be (P h◦q−−→ B k−→ Y, rp(u)). The
fact that sT0(M) is a semi-Tambara functor follows from the following
three lemmas, which we state without proof.
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Lemma 2.3. (Commutation of norms and restrictions) Suppose given
maps of finite G-sets as below, where the squares are pullbacks.
X
i // Y
j // Z
Q
OO
g
// P
OO
h
// W
k
OO
Then the pullback over k of the exponential diagram for i, j is the ex-
ponential diagram for g, h.
Lemma 2.4. (Distributive law) Suppose given a commutative diagram
of finite G-sets as below.
C
g
~~
f // D
p

P
h
~~   
V
i   
A
~~
// B
q

X
j   
Y
k
// Z
If the square is a pullback and the two interior pentagons are exponen-
tial, then the outer pentagon is exponential; that is, the maps hg, f and
qp form a distributor for ji, k.
Lemma 2.5. (Functorality of norm) Suppose given a commutative di-
agram of finite G-sets as below.
Q
g

p // C

q // D
r

A
h

// B

V
i

X
j
// Y
k
// Z
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If the square is a pullback and the two interior rectangles are exponen-
tial, then the outer rectangle is exponential; that is, the maps hg, qp
and r form a distributor for i, kj.
Now sT0(M) is not the free semi-Tambara functor onM . (In fact, it is
the free semi-Tambara functor onM regarded as an object with restric-
tions but not transfers.) To obtain the free semi-Tambara functor on
M we must impose an equivalence relation representing the distribu-
tive law, as follows. Given U i−→ V j−→ X in FinG, let k : W → U be
a map in FinG and form the commutative diagram below, where the
rectangle is exponential.
W
k // U
i // V
j // X
A
f
OO
g
// B
h
OO
j◦h
>>
We define sT(M)(X) to be the quotient of sT0(M)(X) by the smallest
equivalence relation ∼ such that
(U
i−→ V j−→ X, tk(w)) ∼ (A g−→ B j◦h−−→ X, rf (w))
for all W k−→ U i−→ V j−→ X in FinG and all w ∈ M(W ). It is clear
that the transfer maps for sT0(M) descend to this quotient, and the
restriction maps descend by Lemma 2.3. The fact that the norms
descend is more difficult. We prove it below.
Lemma 2.6. The norm maps on sT0(M) descend to sT(M).
Proof. We must prove that, if two elements in sT0(M) are equivalent,
then so are their norms. Unfortunately, this requires a large amount of
notation. Consider a commutative diagram of the form below, where
the pentagons are exponential and the squares are pullbacks.
L
l1

l2 // W
w1

w2 // Y
y

J
j1

j2 // K
k1
~~
k2
  
F
f1

f2 // V
v
  
H
h1
~~
h2 // I
i

A a
// B
b
// C c
// D
d
// E
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Next form the diagram below, where the squares are pullbacks.
P
p1

p2 // Q
q1

q2 // H
h1

A a
// B
b
// C
Now Lemma 2.3 tells us that the exponential diagram for a, b pulls
back over h1 to the exponential diagram for p2, q2. Thus we obtain an
exponential diagram
J
j3

j2 // K
k2

P p2
// Q q2
// H
and a commutative diagram as below.
F
f1

J
j3

j1oo
A Pp1
oo
Now every generating relation on sT0(M)(F ) is of the form
(B
b−→ C c−→ D, ta(x)) ∼ (F f2−→ V c◦v−−→ D, rf1(x))
for some x, A, B, etc. First we calculate
nd((B
b−→ C c−→ D, ta(x))) = (Q h2◦q2−−−→ I i−→ E, rq1ta(x)).
Next, since k1 ◦ w1, w2, i ◦ y is a distributor for c ◦ v, d by Lemma 2.4,
we obtain
nd((F
f2−→ V c◦v−−→ D, rf1(x))) = (L w2◦l2−−−→ Y i◦y−→ E, rl1rj1rf1(x)).
Now rq1ta = tp2rp1 , and Lemma 2.5 implies that j3 ◦ l1, w2 ◦ l2, y is a
distributor for p2, h2 ◦ q2, so we obtain the following.
(Q
h2◦q2−−−→ I i−→ E, rq1ta(x)) = (Q h2◦q2−−−→ I i−→ E, tp2rp1(x))
∼ (L w2◦l2−−−→ Y i◦y−→ E, rl1rj3rp1(x))
But since p1 ◦ j3 = f1 ◦ j1, we have rl1rj3rp1(x) = rl1rj1rf1(x), so that
nd((B
b−→ C c−→ D, ta(x))) ∼ nd((F f2−→ V c◦v−−→ D, rf1(x))).

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It is now clear that sT(M) satisfies every part of Definition 2.1 except
part (i). However, this is easily seen to hold when we note that disjoint
unions of exponential diagrams are exponential. This implies that the
equivalence relation on
sT0(M)(X1
∐
X2) ∼= sT0(M)(X1)× sT0(M)(X2)
is the product of the two equivalence relations on sT0(M)(X1) and
sT0(M)(X2).
We must now show that sT(M) is actually a free semi-Tambara
functor on M . First we require a map of semi-Mackey functors from
M to sT(M). Let X be a finite G-set. We define a function as below.
θM(X) : M(X)→ sT(M)(X)
x 7→ (X =−→ X =−→ X, x)
We now verify that this is a map of semi-Mackey functors.
Lemma 2.7. The functions θM(X) determine a map
θM : M → sT(M)
of semi-Mackey functors.
Proof. Since pullbacks of identity maps are identity maps, it is clear
that θM commutes with restrictions. Now let f : X → Y be a map in
FinG and let x ∈M(X). We have the following.
θM(tf (x)) = (Y
=−→ Y =−→ Y, tf (x))
∼ (X =−→ X f−→ Y, x)
= tf ((X
=−→ X =−→ X, x))
= tf (θM(x))
The second line above is equivalent to the first because the diagram
below is exponential.
X
=

= // X
f

X
f
// Y =
// Y
Thus, θM commutes with transfers as well. 
Finally we can show that sT(M) is a free semi-Tambara functor on M .
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Theorem 2.8. LetM be a semi-Mackey functor. For any semi-Tambara
functor R, the function shown below is a bijection.
HomsTamb(G)(sT(M), R)→ HomsMack(G)(M,R)
F 7→ F ◦ θM
That is, sT(M) is the free semi-Tambara functor on M .
Proof. Firstly, for any X ∈ FinG it is readily verified that
(U
i−→ V j−→ X, u) = tjni(θM(u))
in sT(M), so the map is injective. Now suppose we are given a map
F0 : M → R of semi-Mackey functors. For any X ∈ FinG we define a
function as below.
F (X) : sT0(M)(X)→ R(X)
(U
i−→ V j−→ X, u) 7→ tjni(F0(u))
It is easy to see that this is a well-defined function, and that these form
a map
F : sT0(M)→ R
of semi-Tambara functors. Finally, one easily checks that F descends
to a map on the quotient sT(M) and that F ◦ θM = F0. 
Next, we decompose sT(M) as a semi-Mackey functor. For any finite
G-setX and n ≥ 0, let sTn0 (M)(X) denote the set of equivalence classes
in sT0(M)(X) represented by (U
i−→ V j−→ X, u) such that i−1(v) has
exactly n elements for each v ∈ V . Since pullbacks preserve fibers,
these sets form a sub-semi-Mackey functor of sT0(M). Now any map
of G-sets i : U → V can be decomposed as∐
n≥0 in :
∐
n U
n →∐n V n,
where V n := {v ∈ V : #i−1(v) = n} and Un := i−1(V n), and this
decomposition is isomorphism invariant, so we get a direct sum decom-
position as below.
sT0(M) =
⊕
n∈N
sTn0 (M)
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Next, consider the equivalence relation on sT0(M). Suppose that the
diagram below is exponential.
A

f // B

W
k
// U
i
// V
Then f is a pullback of i, so if all the fibers of i have n elements then
all the fibers of f have n elements. Combining this with the fact that
disjoint unions of exponential diagrams are exponential, we see that
the equivalence relation on sT0(M) is the direct sum of its restrictions
to the sTn0 (M). Thus we get another direct sum decomposition, as
below.
sT(M) =
⊕
n∈N
sTn(M)
Here, sTn(M) consists of the elements of sT(M) that are represented
by pairs (U i−→ V j−→ X, u) such that every fiber of i has n elements. The
n = 0 and n = 1 components are easy to identify. For the statement
below, we denote by sA the Burnside semi-Mackey functor, and note
that it is the initial semi-Tambara functor.
Proposition 2.9. The unique map sA→ sT(M) in sTamb(G) induces
an isomorphism
sA
∼=−→ sT0(M).
The universal map θM : M → sT(M) induces an isomorphism
M
∼=−→ sT1(M).
Proof. Firstly, the unique map ι : sA → sT(M) in sTamb(G) is a
map of commutative semi-Green functors, so it preserves multiplicative
units. Now the multiplicative unit in sT(M)(X) is (∅ → X =−→ X, 0),
so ι maps the span Y f←− X → ∗ to
tf ((∅ → X =−→ X, 0)) = (∅ → X f−→ Y, 0).
It is also clear that sT0(M)(Y ) consists of the elements represented by
the pairs (∅ → X f−→ Y, 0), and that two of these are equivalent if and
only if their maps f : X → Y are isomorphic objects of FinG/Y . The
first part now follows by inspection.
Now consider sT1(M). All of the fibers of a map i : U → V in FinG
have 1 element exactly when i is an isomorphism, and in this case i
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identifies U with V . Thus we may describe sT10(M)(X) as the set of
isomorphism classes of pairs (V j−→ X, v ∈ M(V )). Now diagrams of
the form below are exponential,
W
=

= // W
k

W
k
// V =
// V
so the equivalence relation on sT10(M)(X) is generated by
(V
j−→ X, tk(x)) ∼ (W j◦k−−→ X, x).
The equivalence relation defining sT10(M)(X) is a special case of the
above, where we restrict ourselves to isomorphisms k : W → V . We
can now identify sT1(M)(X) as below.
sT1(M)(X) = colim
(V→X)∈FinG/X
M∗(V )
Since IdX is the terminal object of FinG/X, we have an isomorphism
as below.
colim
f :V→X
M∗(f) : sT1(M)(X)
∼=−→M(X)
Examining this map, we see that it sends (X =−→ X =−→ X, x) to x, so
its composite with θM(X) is the identity. 
Next, suppose that M is a Mackey functor and R is a Tambara
functor. Then we have the following.
HomMack(G)(M,R) = HomsMack(G)(M,R)
∼= HomsTamb(G)(sT(M), R)
Thus, defining T(M) to be the additive completion of sT(M) and let-
ting
θM : M → T(M)
be the composite of θM : M → sT(M) with the completion map, we
have the following.
Corollary 2.10. LetM be a Mackey functor. For any Tambara functor
R the function shown below is a bijection.
HomTamb(G)(T(M), R)→ HomMack(G)(M,R)
F 7→ F ◦ θM
That is, T(M) is the free Tambara functor on M .
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Now let Tn(M) be the additive completion of sTn(M). We obtain a
direct sum decomposition as below.
T(M) =
⊕
n∈N
Tn(M)
The following is immediate from Proposition 2.9.
Corollary 2.11. The unique map A→ T(M) in Tamb(G) induces an
isomorphism
A
∼=−→ T0(M).
The universal map θM : M → T(M) induces an isomorphism
M
∼=−→ T1(M).
We our now in a position to identify our symmetric powers Symn.
Letting C denote the free commutative ring spectrum functor, and
taking HM to be positive cofibrant, we have the following.
C(HM) = S ∨HM ∨ (HM)∧2/Σ2 ∨ ...
The inclusion of the wedge summand HM induces a map
M → pi0C(HM)
of Mackey functors, which then induces a map of Tambara functors
ψM : T(M)→ pi0C(HM).
Corollary 1.3 says that ψM is an isomorphism. We need one more
simple fact. In the following, note that the wedge sum decomposition
of C(HM) induces a direct sum decomposition of pi0C(HM).
Lemma 2.12. The map ψM is a graded map of Mackey functors.
Proof. Any element of Tn(M)(X) is a difference of transfers of norms
of elements in the image of M , where the norms are taken along maps
U → V such that all the fibers have n elements. Now C(HM) is a
graded ring spectrum with HM in degree 1, so it is clear from the
definition (see [Str]) that such norms end up in the n’th wedge sum-
mand. 
The following is immediate.
Corollary 2.13. Let n ≥ 2. There is a natural isomorphism of Mackey
functors
ψnM : Tn(M)
∼=−→ Symn(M).
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Thus, for any finite G-set X, Symn(M)(X) is the quotient of the free
abelian group on the pairs (U i−→ V j−→ X, u), with i and j maps of finite
G-sets and u ∈M(U) such that i has degree n, by the relations
(i) (U i−→ V j−→ X, u) = (U ′ i′−→ V ′ j′−→ X, u′) whenever there is a
commutative diagram
U
i // V
j // X
U ′
f ∼=
OO
i′
// V ′
g ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f and g are isomorphisms and rf (u) = u′,
(ii) (U1
∐
U2
i1
∐
i2−−−→ V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)) =
(U1
i1−→ V1 j1−→ X, u1) + (U2 i2−→ V2 j2−→ X, u2), and
(iii) (U i−→ V j−→ X, tk(w)) = (A g−→ B j◦h−−→ X, rf (w)) whenever the
diagram
W
k // U
i // V
j // X
A
f
OO
g
// B
h
OO
j◦h
>>
is commutative and the rectangle is exponential.
Transfers are determined on the generators by composition, while re-
strictions are determined by pullback.
Corollary 2.14. For each n the functor Symn preserves direct limits
and reflexive coequalizers.
Proof. We know that Symn is a retract of T. Since Tambara functors
are closed under direct limits and reflexive coequalizers (of Mackey
functors), it is formal that T preserves these. 
Next we point out that these same symmetric powers of Mackey func-
tors are obtained by arbitrary (−1)-connected spectra.
Proposition 2.15. Let n ≥ 2. For (−1)-connected spectra X, pi0 of
the derived n’th symmetric power X∧n/Σn is naturally isomorphic to
Symn(pi0X).
Proof. Let f : X → Y be a map of positive cofibrant, (−1)-connected
spectra that induces an isomorphism on pi0. Now C(X) and C(Y ) are
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(−1)-connected, so for any Tambara functor R we have isomorphisms
HomTamb(G)(pi0C(X), R) ∼= HomHo(commG)(C(X),HR)
∼= HomHo(SpG)(X,HR)
∼= HomMack(G)(pi0X,R)
by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and similarly for Y . It follows that C(f)
induces an isomorphism on pi0. The result follows by applying this to
positive cofibrant models for the natural maps X → Post0X. 
Finally, we can identify the geometric fixed points of the free Tambara
functor on a Mackey functor M . We use the notation ΦGN for the
geometric fixed points of N , and for any subgroup H we use ΦHN to
denote ΦH ResGH N . This is given by
ΦHN = N(G/H)/
( ∑
K(H
tHK(N(G/K))
)
.
Recall that these functors are symmetric monoidal. For any subgroup
H we may define a homomorphism as below. Here W (H) denotes the
Weyl group AutG(G/H) of H in G.
ΞM(H) : (Φ
HM)/W (H)→ ΦGT|G/H|(M)
[x] 7→ [nGHθM(x)]
The fact that this formula induces a homomorphism on M(G/H) fol-
lows from the distributive law: nGH(a + b) is equal to nGHa + nGHb
modulo transfers. The distributive law also implies that nGHz is a
sum of transfers when z is. The element nGHθM(x) is represented by
(G/H → ∗ =−→ ∗, x), so it is in T|G/H|(M). Finally we note that, for
any f ∈ W (H), (G/H → ∗ =−→ ∗, x) and (G/H → ∗ =−→ ∗, rf (x)) are
equivalent under the relation which defines sT0(M)(G/G).
Now let H1, ..., Hr be a list of subgroups containing exactly one from
each conjugacy class. The maps ΞM(H) determine a homomorphism
of graded rings
ΞM : Sym
( r⊕
i=1
(ΦHiM)/W (Hi)
)→ ΦGT(M),
where Sym(− ) denotes the symmetric algebra functor and the piece
(ΦHiM)/W (Hi) is in degree |G/Hi|. We have the following.
Theorem 2.16. The map ΞM is an isomorphism of graded rings. That
is, the geometric fixed points of the free Tambara functor on M is the
free symmetric algebra on the geometric fixed points of M with respect
to all subgroups, quotiented by the actions of their Weyl groups.
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Proof. First we show that ΞM is surjective. A typical element of
T(M)(G/G) is a difference of pairs (U → V → ∗, u). Decomposing
the V ’s into orbits to obtain sums, we see that it suffices to show that
ΞM hits the equivalence classes of the pairs with V an orbit. Now if V
is not the trivial orbit, this pair is a transfer, and so represents zero.
Thus we consider pairs (U → ∗ =−→ ∗, u). We may express U as a union
U ∼=
m∐
j=1
G/Hij
and u as a product of elements u = (u1, ..., um) with uj ∈ M(G/Hij).
We then have
[(U → ∗ =−→ ∗, u)] =
m∏
j=1
[nGHij
θM(uj)]
= ΞM(⊗mj=1[uj]),
so we see that ΞM is surjective.
We now show that ΞM is injective by constructing a left inverse ξM .
Consider a pair (U i−→ V → ∗, u). Decompose i−1(V G) into orbits to
obtain
i−1(V G) ∼=
∐
v∈V G
mv∐
j=1
G/Hiv,j
and u =
∏
v(uv,1, ..., uv,mv) with uv,j ∈M(G/Hiv,j). Note that for each
v ∈ V G the uv,j’s are unique up to permutations within the various
M(G/Hi) and the actions by the corresponding Weyl groups W (Hi).
Thus we define a homomorphism as below.
ξM : sT0(M)(G/G)→ Sym
( r⊕
i=1
(ΦHiM)/W (Hi)
)
(U
i−→ V → ∗, u) 7→
∑
v∈V G
⊗mvj=1[uv,j]
Now consider the equivalence relation on sT0(M)(G/G). Suppose we
are given a diagram as below, where the rectangle is exponential, and
take u = tk(w) with w ∈M(W ).
A
e

pi // B
p
 
W
k
// U
i
// V // ∗
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Points of BG correspond to elements v ∈ V G and equivariant sections
s : i−1(v)→ W of k. Of course, a map of orbits has an equivariant sec-
tion if and only if it is an isomorphism, in which case it has exactly one
equivariant section. Let Wiso denote the union of the orbits of W that
are mapped injectively by k into U . Now we can choose isomorphisms
successively as below,
i−1(V G) ∼=
∐
v∈V G
mv∐
j=1
G/Hiv,j
k−1i−1(V G) ∩Wiso ∼=
∐
v∈V G
mv∐
j=1
nv,j∐
l=1
G/Hiv,j
so that k : k−1i−1(V G)∩Wiso → i−1(V G) becomes the appropriate fold
map. Meanwhile, each orbit of k−1i−1(V G) that is not in Wiso con-
tributes a transfer to one of the uv,j’s, so it does not affect the equiv-
alence classes of the uv,j’s in the appropriate geometric fixed points.
The fact that ξM descends to a map on sT(M)(G/G) now follows from
the fact that the expression
⊗mvj=1[uv,j]
is distributive in each variable uv,j. Taking the additive completion, we
get a map on T(M)(G/G). Finally, it is clear that this map descends to
ΦGT(M), since transfers of elements of T(M) from proper subgroups
are differences of pairs (U → V → ∗, u) such that V G = ∅. To show
that ξM ◦ΞM is the identity, it suffices to check this on elements of the
form ⊗mj=1[uj], with uj ∈M(G/Hij). We have
ΞM(⊗mj=1[uj]) = [(
∐
j G/Hij → ∗ =−→ ∗, (u1, ..., um))]
and
ξM([(
∐
j G/Hij → ∗ =−→ ∗, (u1, ..., um))]) = ⊗mj=1[uj],
by definition. 
Combining this with Corollary 2.13, we obtain the following.
Corollary 2.17. Let n ≥ 2, and let H1, ..., Hr be a list of subgroups of
G containing exactly one from each conjugacy class. Then there is a
natural isomorphism
ΦG(ψnM) ◦ ΞnM : Symn
( r⊕
i=1
(ΦHiM)/W (Hi)
) ∼=−→ ΦGSymn(M).
Here, Symn denotes the n’th degree part of the symmetric algebra func-
tor, and we take the summand (ΦHiM)/W (Hi) to have degree |G/Hi|.
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Remark: The conjecture that there is an isomorphism such as ΞM is
due to Mike Hill. It was, in fact, inferred topologically by inspecting
the structure of equivariant extended powers.
3. Norms of Mackey Functors
In this section we give an algebraic description of the norm construction
on Mackey functors. Let G be a finite group, and let H be a proper
subgroup. We describe the norm functor NGH : SpH → SpG of [HHR] as
follows. Let {gi} be a set of coset representatives for G/H, with 1 being
the representative of the identity coset. As an ordinary orthogonal
spectrum we set
NGHX :=
∧
G/H
X.
Fix g ∈ G, and define gji by g−1 · giH = gjiH. Then we indicate the
G-action on NGHX schematically by
g · (∧giHxi) = ∧giH(g−1i ggji) · xji .
This functor is clearly symmetric monoidal. In Section I.5 of [Ull1] it
is shown that this functor preserves cofibrancy and weak equivalences
between cofibrant objects. It follows that NGH is left derivable, so we
can define a norm construction on Mackey functors as below.
NGH : Mack(H)→Mack(G)
M 7→ pi0(NGHHM)
Next, Corollary I.5.8 of [Ull1] implies that if X is (−1)-connected,
then the derived norm NGHX is too. Furthermore, application of The-
orem I.5.9 of [Ull1] to the cofiber sequences Post1Z → Z → Post0Z
yields the following.
Lemma 3.1. If f : X → Y is a map of cofibrant, (−1)-connected
spectra which induces an isomorphism on pi0, then NGH (f) induces an
isomorphism on pi0.
Corollary 3.2. For cofibrant, (−1)-connected spectra X there is a nat-
ural isomorphism
pi0(N
G
HX)
∼=−→ NGH (pi0X).
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It follows from this that we have isomorphisms as below.
NGH (M1 ⊗M2) = pi0NGH (H(M1 ⊗M2))
∼= pi0NGH (HM1 ∧HM2)
∼= pi0(NGHHM1 ∧NGHHM2)
∼= (pi0NGHHM1)⊗ (pi0NGHHM2)
Thus, the norm construction on Mackey functors is symmetric monoidal.
Next, one easily calculates that
NGH (Σ
∞T+) ∼= Σ∞(NGHT )+
for any finite H-set T , where NGHT denotes×G/H T with G-action as
in the definition of the spectrum level norm. Thus we have
NGH ([− , T ]) ∼= [− , NGHT ].
We shall need the following.
Lemma 3.3. If f : M1 →M2 is a surjective map in Mack(H) then
NGH (f) : N
G
HM1 → NGHM2
is a surjective map in Mack(G).
Proof. Letting K be the kernel of f , we have a cofiber sequence
HK → HM1
H(f)−−−→ HM2
in Ho(SpH). Theorem I.5.9 of [Ull1] now implies that the cofiber of
NGH (H(f)) is 0-connected. 
Now let M ∈Mack(H), and let HM be a positive cofibrant model for
the corresponding Eilenberg MacLane spectrum. Recalling that the
free commutative ring spectrum on HM is as below,
C(HM) = S ∨HM ∨ (HM)∧2/Σ2 ∨ ...
we have a coretraction
ιM : HM → C(HM).
Applying NGH , we obtain a coretraction
NGH (ιM) : N
G
HHM → NGHC(HM).
Now NGH on commH is left adjoint to the restriction functor
ResGH : commG → commH ,
so we have
NGHC(HM) ∼= C(G+ ∧H HM).
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Applying the functor pi0 to NGH (ιM) and applying Corollary 1.3, we
obtain another coretraction
ιG,HM : N
G
HM → T(IndGHM).
Our task is thus to identify the image of ιG,HM . Note that the existence
of this retraction implies the following, since T and IndGH preserve direct
limits and reflexive coequalizers.
Lemma 3.4. The norm construction on Mackey functors commutes
with direct limits and reflexive coequalizers.
For X ∈ FinG let TG,HM(X) denote the subset of T(IndGHM)(X)
whose elements are differences of pairs (G/H × V pi2−→ V j−→ X, u) such
that u is of the form u = (u1, 0) under the correspondence below.
IndGHM(G/H×V ) ∼= M(ResGH V )×M((ResGH(G/H)−H)×ResGH V )
This is equivalent to the corresponding map
G+ ∧H (Σ∞(ResGH V )+) ∼= Σ∞(G/H × V )+ u−→ G+ ∧H HM
in Ho(SpG) being of the form G+∧H (u1). We shall write such elements
as u = G×H u1. It is clear that TG,HM is closed under transfers. That
TG,HM is closed under restrictions follows from the fact that, for any
map of finite G-sets f : W → V , the diagram
G/H × V pi2 // V
G/H ×W
1×f
OO
pi2
// W
f
OO
is a pullback. We can now identify the image of ιG,HM .
Theorem 3.5. The image of ιG,HM is TG,HM . That is, we have a
natural isomorphism
ιG,HM : N
G
HM
∼=−→ TG,HM.
Proof. First we show that the image of ιG,HM is contained in TG,HM .
We begin by choosing a collection of finite H-sets Tα and a surjection
f : ⊕α[− , Tα]→M.
The map NGH (f) is a surjection by Lemma 3.3, so it suffices to show the
inclusion for ⊕α[− , Tα]. Letting A denote an arbitrary, finite subset of
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α’s we define
TA :=
∐
α∈A
Tα,
so that ⊕α[− , Tα] ∼= lim−→A[− , TA]. Now the norm functor on Mack(H)
commutes with direct limits by Lemma 3.4. Then, examining the com-
mutative diagram below,
lim−→AN
G
H ([− , TA])
∼=

lim−→A ιG,H[− ,TA] // lim−→A T(Ind
G
H [− , TA])
∼=

NGH (lim−→A[− , TA]) ιG,H
lim−→A[− ,TA]
// T(IndGH(lim−→A[− , TA]))
we are reduced to the case of a represented Mackey functor [− , T ]. We
need only check that the universal element of NGH ([− , T ]) ∼= [− , NGHT ]
maps into TG,H([− , T ]). By Proposition 2.15 and Corollary 3.2, we
may work with the spectra NGH (F1S1 ∧ T+) and C(F1S1 ∧ (G×H T )+),
rather than NGHH([− , T ]) and C(G+ ∧H H([− , T ])). Here, F1S1 de-
notes the free orthogonal spectrum on S1 in level R1. Denoting by piH
the (H-equivariant) projection below,
piH : Res
G
H(N
G
HT )→ T
{tgiH} 7→ tH
one can now see directly that our universal element maps to the norm
of the composite
F1S
1 ∧ (G/H ×NGHT )+ ∼= G+ ∧H (F1S1 ∧ ResGH(NGHT )+)
G+∧H(1∧piH+)−−−−−−−−−→ G+ ∧H (F1S1 ∧ T+)→ C(G+ ∧H (F1S1 ∧ T+))
along the projection
pi2 : G/H ×NGHT → NGHT.
It remains to show that ιG,HM maps onto TG,HM . It suffices to show
that the pairs (G/H × V pi2−→ V j−→ X, u) with u = G ×H u1 are in
the image. Such an element is tj of (G/H × V pi2−→ V =−→ V, u), so
we may assume that V = X and j = IdV . Observe that we have an
isomorphism of G-sets as below.
NGH (Res
G
H V )
∼=−→ V G/H
{vgiH} 7→ {gi · vgiH}
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We then have a map
∆V : V → NGH (ResGH V )
which is adjoint to G/H → ∗ under this identification. Note that the
composite
ResGH V
ResGH ∆V−−−−−→ ResGH NGH (ResGH V ) piH−→ ResGH V
is the identity on ResGH V , and that the diagram below is a pullback.
G/H × V
1×∆V

pi2 // V
∆V

G/H ×NGH (ResGH V ) pi2 // NGH (ResGH V )
(3.6)
Now let u = G×H u1 with u1 ∈M(ResGH V ). The first part of the proof
implies that the element(
G/H×NGH (ResGH V ) pi2−→NGH (ResGH V ) =−→NGH (ResGH V ), G×H(rpiH (u1))
)
is in the image of ιG,HM . In fact, it is the image of the universal element
under the composite
[− , NGH (ResGH V )] ∼= NGH ([− ,ResGH V ])
NGH (u1∗)−−−−−→NGHM
ιG,HM−−→ T(IndGHM).
Thus, r∆V of this element is also in the image, but since the diagram 3.6
is a pullback this is equal to(
G/H × V pi2−→ V =−→ V,G×H (rResGH ∆V rpiH (u1))
)
.
Finally, since piH ◦ ResGH ∆V is the identity, we have
G×H (rResGH ∆V rpiH (u1)) = G×H u1 = u.

Remark: Note that we now have a description of the norm that
makes no mention of a set of coset representatives. In fact, given any
two sets of coset representatives, there is a natural isomorphism be-
tween the corresponding norm functors, and this isomorphism fits into
a commutative triangle with the corresponding maps ιG,HM .
Next we examine the geometric fixed points of the norm, using the
description given in Theorem 2.16. Consider
IndGHM
∼= pi0(G+ ∧H HM),
and let K be a subgroup of G. One can see topologically that the
geometric fixed points ΦK of this Mackey functor are zero unless K is
subconjugate to H. Now suppose K is subconjugate to H. If |K| is
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smaller than |H|, then |G/K| > |G/H|. Otherwise K is conjugate to
H. Again, one can see topologically that
ΦH(IndGHM)
∼=
⊕
W (H)
ΦHM,
where the Weyl group W (H) acts by permuting the summands. Hence
we have
ΦH(IndGHM)/W (H)
∼= ΦHM.
Choosing H to represent its conjugacy class, Theorem 2.16 gives
ΦGT(IndGHM) ∼= Z⊕ ΦHM ⊕ ...,
where Z is in degree zero, ΦHM is in degree |G/H| and the other terms
have higher degree. It follows from Corollary 2.17 that the summand
ΦHM is ΦGT|G/H|(IndGHM). Now the composite
ιG,HM : N
G
HM
∼=−→ TG,HM ⊆−→ T|G/H|(IndGHM)
is a coretraction, so by applying the functor ΦG we obtain another
coretraction
(Ξ
|G/H|
IndGHM
)−1 ◦ ΦG(ιG,HM ) : ΦGNGHM → ΦHM.
We can now identify the geometric fixed points of the norm.
Proposition 3.7. There is a natural isomorphism
(Ξ
|G/H|
IndGHM
)−1 ◦ ΦG(ιG,HM ) : ΦGNGHM
∼=−→ ΦHM.
Proof. We know that this map is a natural coretraction. Hence, since
ΦH preserves direct sums and cokernels, so does ΦGNGH . Expressing an
arbitrary M as a cokernel of a map between direct sums of represented
Mackey functors then reduces us to the case M = [− , H/K], where K
is a subgroup of H. We have the following.
ΦGNGH ([− , H/K]) ∼= ΦG([− , NGH (H/K)]) ∼= Z{(NGH (H/K))G}
ΦH([− , H/K]) ∼= Z{(H/K)H}
Now, for arbitrary H-sets T there is a natural isomorphism
(NGHT )
G ∼= TH .
Hence, when K 6= H both groups are zero, and when K = H the map
is a coretraction from Z to Z, and therefore an isomorphism. 
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Remark: One can trace through the arguments above to find the
inverse isomorphism
ΦHM
∼=−→ ΦGNGHM.
It is induced by the function indicated below (which is not a homo-
morphism).
M(H/H)→ NGHM(G/G)
(S0
u−→ HM) 7→ (S0 ∼= NGHS0
NGH (u)−−−→ NGHHM)
Remark: For arbitrary X ∈ Ho(SpH) there is a natural isomorphism
ΦGNGH (X)
∼= ΦHX
in Ho(Sp). See [HHR].
4. A G-Symmetric Monoidal Structure on Mackey
Functors
In this section we put a G-symmetric monoidal structure onMack(G),
and give an algebraic description. A G-symmetric monoidal structure
is, roughly speaking, a symmetric monoidal structure with additional
data that allows us to form iterated monoidal products where the group
G acts on the factors. If C is any symmetric monoidal category, then
the category of G-objects in C, which we denote by GC, has a G-
symmetric monoidal structure. Letting T be an arbitrary finite G-set
and X ∈ GC, we define
X⊗T :=
⊗
t∈T
X,
with G acting by permuting the factors and simultaneously acting on
each factor. Now SpG is equivalent to the category of G-objects in Sp,
so we can define a G-symmetric monoidal structure on SpG by
(X,T ) 7→ X∧T .
To analyze this homotopically, we begin by breaking T down into orbits.
If T ∼= ∐iG/Hi, then we have a natural isomorphism
XT ∼=
∧
i
X∧G/Hi .
Furthermore, by choosing sets of coset representatives {gij} for each of
the G/Hi’s, we obtain natural isomorphisms which we indicate below.
NGHi Res
G
Hi
X
∼=−→ X∧G/Hi
∧gijHixgijHi 7→ ∧gijHi(gij · xgijHi)
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Combining the above two isomorphisms, we find
XT ∼=
∧
i
(NGHi Res
G
Hi
X).
Since norm functors preserve cofibrancy and weak equivalences between
cofibrant spectra, we have the following.
Lemma 4.1. For any finite G-set T the functor
X 7→ X∧T
preserves cofibrancy and weak equivalences between cofibrant G-spectra.
Lemma 3.1 implies the following.
Corollary 4.2. If f : X → Y is a map of cofibrant, (−1)-connected
spectra which induces an isomorphism on pi0, then f∧T induces an iso-
morphism on pi0.
Hence, for any T ∈ FinG we can define a functor as below,
(− )⊗T : Mack(G)→Mack(G)
M 7→ pi0(HM)∧T
and if T ∼= ∐iG/Hi then we have a natural isomorphism
M⊗T ∼=
⊗
i
NGHi Res
G
Hi
M.
We obtain the following by considering Postnikov sections Post0.
Corollary 4.3. For cofibrant, (−1)-connected spectra X there is a nat-
ural isomorphism
pi0(X
∧T )
∼=−→ (pi0X)⊗T .
It follows that (− )⊗T preserves ordinary tensor products. Next, for
any X ∈ FinG one easily calculates that
(Σ∞X+)∧T ∼= Σ∞(XT )+.
Hence, we obtain
[− , X]⊗T ∼= [− , XT ].
Also, since tensor products of surjections in Mack(G) are surjective,
Lemma 3.3 implies the following.
Lemma 4.4. If f : M1 →M2 is a surjective map in Mack(G) and T
is any finite G-set then
f⊗T : M⊗T1 →M⊗T2
is surjective.
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Now let T ∼= ∐iG/Hi. Since the norm functors NGHi commute with
direct limits and reflexive coequalizers by Lemma 3.4, and tensor prod-
ucts preserve these, we obtain the following.
Lemma 4.5. For any finite G-set T the functor (− )⊗T commutes with
direct limits and reflexive coequalizers in Mack(G).
Now let M ∈Mack(G), and let HM be a positive cofibrant model for
the corresponding Eilenberg MacLane spectrum. Just as in Section 3,
we have a coretraction
ιM : HM → C(HM).
Letting T ∈ FinG and applying the functor (− )∧T , we obtain a core-
traction
ι∧TM : (HM)∧T → (C(HM))∧T ∼= C(HM ∧ T+).
Applying the functor pi0 and applying Corollary 1.3, we obtain another
coretraction
ιTM : M
⊗T → T(M ⊗ [− , T ]).
Our task is thus to identify the image of ιTM .
For X ∈ FinG let TTM(X) denote the subset of T(M ⊗ [− , T ])(X)
whose elements are differences of pairs of the form
(V × T pi1−→ V j−→ X, u),
where u is in the image of the natural map below, which we shall call
the slant map. Here, ∆ denotes the diagonal map of T .
SV,TM : M(V × T )→ (M ⊗ [− , T ])(V × T )
x 7→ r1×∆(x⊗ IdT )
These correspond topologically to maps u : Σ∞(V × T )+ → HM ∧ T+
that are of the form
Σ∞(V × T )+ Σ
∞(1×∆)+−−−−−−→ Σ∞(V × T )+ ∧ T+ x∧1−−→ HM ∧ T+
in Ho(SpG). It is clear that TTM is closed under transfers. That
it is closed under restrictions follows from the fact that, for any map
f : W → V of finite G-sets, the diagram
V × T pi1 // V
W × T
f×1
OO
pi1
// W
f
OO
is a pullback. We can now identify the image of ιTM .
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Theorem 4.6. The image of ιTM is TTM . That is, we have a natural
isomorphism
ιTM : M
⊗T ∼=−→ TTM.
Proof. First we show that the image of ιTM is contained in TTM . Using
the same argument as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.5,
and using Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, we are reduced to the case of a repre-
sented Mackey functor [− , X]. We need only check that the universal
element of [− , X]⊗T ∼= [− , XT ] maps into TT ([− , X]). By Proposi-
tion 2.15 and Corollary 4.3, we may work with the spectra (F1S1∧X)∧T
and C(F1S1 ∧ (X × T )+), rather than the spectra (H([− , X]))∧T and
C(H([− , X]) ∧ T+). Denoting by evX,T the evaluation map
evX,T : X
T × T → X,
one can now see directly that our universal element maps to the norm
of the composite
F1S
1 ∧ (XT × T )+ 1∧((evX,T×1)◦(1×∆))+−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ F1S1 ∧ (X × T )+
→ C(F1S1 ∧ (X × T )+)
along the projection
pi1 : X
T × T → XT .
That is, our universal element maps to the pair(
XT × T pi1−→ XT =−→ XT ,SXT ,T[− ,X](evX,T )
)
.
It remains to show that ιTM maps onto TTM . It suffices to show
that the image contains the pairs (V × T pi1−→ V j−→ W,u) where u is
in the image of the slant map. Of course, the image is closed under
transfers, so we may assume that W = V and j = IdV . Suppose that
u = SV,TM (u1). The element u1 ∈ M(V × T ) corresponds to a unique
map of Mackey functors [− , V × T ] → M . Naturality and the first
part of the proof (putting X = V × T ) then imply that the pair(
(V × T )T × T pi1−→ (V × T )T =−→ (V × T )T ,S(V×T )T ,TM (revV×T,T (u1))
)
is in the image. Now let coevV,T denote the "coevaluation" map below.
coevV,T : V → (V × T )T
v 7→ (t 7→ (v, t))
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Applying rcoevV,T to the pair above, and using the fact that the diagram
V × T
coevV,T×1

pi1 // V
coevV,T

(V × T )T × T pi1 // (V × T )T
is a pullback, we get that the pair below is in the image.(
V × T pi1−→ V =−→ V, rcoevV,T×1S(V×T )
T ,T
M (revV×T,T (u1))
)
We have the identity rcoevV,T×1 ◦ S(V×T )
T ,T
M = SV,TM ◦ rcoevV,T×1, and one
easily checks that evV×T,T ◦ (coevV,T × 1) = IdV×T so that we have
rcoevV,T×1revV×T,T = 1. Thus we have
rcoevV,T×1S(V×T )
T ,T
M (revV×T,T (u1)) = SV,TM (u1) = u.

Remark: The slant map has a left inverse. Any T ∈ FinG has a
unique map pi : T → ∗ to the terminal object. The left inverse of the
slant map is induced by the composite below.
M ⊗ [− , T ] 1⊗[− ,pi]−−−−−→M ⊗ [− , ∗] ∼= M
This is due to the fact that the composite T ∆−→ T × T pi1−→ T is IdT .
Remark: Another G-symmetric monoidal structure on Mack(G) is
constructed in [Maz], where it is also shown that a Mackey functor M
defines a functor
FinG →Mack(G)
T 7→M⊗T
with respect to this other G-symmetric monoidal structure if and only
if M is a Tambara functor. It is an open question whether these two
G-symmetric monoidal structures are the same.
5. Intrinsic Descriptions
5.1. G-Symmetric Monoidal Structure. While the above descrip-
tion is complete, it is unsatisfying since it does not give intrinsic gen-
erators and relations. We now give such a description. First, for any
map f : W → V × T of finite G-sets, let the following diagram be
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exponential.
D(W, f, V )× T
e

pi1 // D(W, f, V )
p

W
f
// V × T pi1 // V
(5.1)
We can now give our definition.
Definition 5.2. Let T ∈ FinG and M ∈ Mack(G). For any finite
G-set X we define F (T,M)(X) to be the quotient of the free abelian
group on the pairs (V j−→ X, u ∈M(V ×T )), where j is a map in FinG,
by the relations
(i) (V j−→ X, u) = (V ′ j′−→ X, u′) when there is a commutative diagram
V
j // X
V ′
f ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f is an isomorphism and rf×1(u) = u′,
(ii) (V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)) = (V1 j1−→ X, u1) + (V2 j2−→ X, u2), and
(iii) (V j−→ X, tf (w)) = (D(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X, re(w)) for any G-map
f : W → V × T , where D(W, f, V ), p and e are as in 5.1.
We define restrictions and transfers for F (T,M) as follows. Transfers
are defined on the generators by composition; it is clear that these are
well-defined and additive. If f : Y → X is a map in FinG, we define
rf ((V
j−→ X, u)) to be (P k−→ Y, rq×1(u)), where the diagram
V
j // X
P
q
OO
k
// Y
f
OO
is a pullback. Lemma 2.3 implies that this is well-defined. To show
that coproducts of G-sets are converted into products, one may argue
as in Section 2 with sT0 and sT; imposing the first two relations in
Definition 5.2 yields a Mackey functor, and then the third relation for
X = X1
∐
X2 becomes the product of the relations forX1 andX2. This
argument uses the fact that D(V × T, Id, V ) = V . Hence, F (T,M) is
a Mackey functor.
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Next, we define a natural map ΘT : F (T, − )→ TT as below.
ΘTM(X) : F (T,M)(X)→ TTM(X)
(V
j−→ X, u) 7→ (V × T pi1−→ V j−→ X,SV,TM (u))
To show that this map respects relation (iii) of Definition 5.2, we pro-
ceed as follows. Let f : W → V × T be a G-map. Then since the
diagram below is a pullback,
W
f

1×pi2f // W × T
f×1

V × T
1×∆
// V × T × T
we have the following for w ∈M(W ).
SV,TM (tf (w)) = r1×∆(tf (w)⊗ IdT )
= r1×∆tf×1(w ⊗ IdT )
= tf (r1×pi2f (w ⊗ IdT ))
It follows that in TTM , the element (V×T pi1−→V j−→X,SV,TM (tf (w))) is
equal to (D(W, f, V ) × T pi1−→ D(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X, rer1×pi2f (w ⊗ IdT )).
Now one easily checks that the diagram below commutes,
D(W, f, V )× T
1×∆

e // W
1×pi2f

D(W, f, V )× T × T
e×1
// W × T
so we have the following.
rer1×pi2f (w ⊗ IdT ) = r1×∆re×1(w ⊗ IdT ) = r1×∆(re(w)⊗ IdT )
= SD(W,f,V ),TM (re(w))
It follows that ΘT is a well-defined, natural map of Mackey functors. It
is also clear that it is surjective. We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. For any T ∈ FinG, the map ΘT is an isomorphism.
We shall proceed by induction on the order of G. First we check that
F (T, − ) restricts appropriately. Let H be a subgroup of G. To define
ResGH F (T,M)(X) = F (T,M)(G ×H X) we begin with the generators
(V
j−→ G×H X, u ∈M(V × T )). Now j identifies V as G×H V ′, where
V ′ = j−1(X), so that V × T ∼= (G×H V ′)× T ∼= G×H (V ′ ×ResGH T ).
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Thus, u is an element of M(G ×H (V ′ × ResGH T )), which is equal to
ResGHM(V
′ × ResGH T ). Thus we have a natural isomorphism
ResGH F (T,M)
∼= F (ResGH T,ResGHM).
We know topologically that TT must also restrict appropriately. In
fact, for any H-set V we have a commutative diagram as below.
M((G×H V )× T )
∼=

SG×HV,TM // (M ⊗ [− , T ])((G×H V )× T )
∼=

ResGHM(V × ResGH T )
SV,Res
G
H T
ResG
H
M
// (ResGHM ⊗ [− ,ResGH T ])(V × ResGH T )
Hence, we obtain a commutative diagram of natural maps as below.
ResGH F (T, − )
ResGH Θ
T

∼= // F (ResGH T,Res
G
H(− ))
ΘRes
G
H T

ResGH TT ∼=
// TResGH T
(5.4)
We now show that ΘT is an isomorphism on representable Mackey
functors.
Lemma 5.5. For any Z ∈ FinG, the map ΘT[− ,Z] is an isomorphism.
Proof. In view of 5.4, we may assume inductively that ΘT[− ,Z] is an
isomorphism atG/H for all proper subgroupsH ofG. Next, recall from
the proof of Theorem 4.6 that TT ([− , Z]) ∼= [− , ZT ] with universal
element
(ZT × T pi1−→ ZT =−→ ZT ,SZT ,T[− ,Z](evZ,T )).
Thus, ΘT[− ,Z] has a section, defined by sending the above universal
element to
(ZT
=−→ ZT , evZ,T ).
It suffices to show that this section is surjective. Our inductive hy-
pothesis implies that it is surjective at G/H when H 6= G, and so it is
surjective on sub-Mackey functors generated by these levels. The Five
Lemma now implies that it suffices to show that the section is surjec-
tive on geometric fixed points. This is equivalent to the statement that
ΦG(ΘT[− ,Z]) is an isomorphism. Hence we consider Φ
GF (T,M) for an
arbitrary Mackey functor M (this will help to separate out the salient
points). Any generator (V → ∗, u) with V an orbit is a transfer, unless
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V = ∗. In this case u ∈M(T ). Breaking T down into orbits to obtain
T ∼= ∐iG/Hi, we obtain a surjection
Z{×
i
M(G/Hi)} → ΦGF (T,M).
To see that this map factors through ⊗iM(G/Hi), we apply for each
i the relation coming from the "fold" map T
∐
G/Hi → T . To see
that it then factors through ⊗iΦHi(M), we apply for each i and proper
subgroup K ( Hi the relation coming from the map below,
(
∐
j 6=iG/Hj)
∐
G/K
1
∐
pi−−−→ (∐j 6=iG/Hj)∐G/Hi = T
where pi : G/K → G/Hi denotes the canonical projection. Hence we
have a surjection ⊗
i
ΦHi(M)→ ΦGF (T,M).(5.6)
Now we have ΦHi([− , Z]) ∼= Z{ZHi}, so that⊗
i
ΦHi([− , Z]) ∼= Z{×iZHi} ∼= Z{(ZT )G}.
It follows that the rank of ΦGF (T, [− , Z]) is at most #(ZT )G, and that
ΦGF (T, [− , Z]) is free if it attains this rank. Since ΦG(TT ([− , Z])) is
a free abelian group of precisely this rank, the surjection ΦG(ΘT[− ,Z])
must be an isomorphism. 
Next, we dispose of two special cases.
Lemma 5.7. When T = ∅ we have F (∅, − ) ≡ A. When T 6= ∅ we
have F (T, 0) = 0.
Proof. First take T = ∅. Then for any pair (V j−→ X, u) we have
u ∈ M(∅) = 0, so that u = 0. Examining Definition 5.2, we see that
relation (iii) is trivial, because for any map f : W → V × T = ∅
we have W = ∅, and hence D(W, f, V ) = V . Hence the element u
is redundant, and F (∅,M)(X) can be described as the Grothendieck
group of isomorphism classes of G-maps V → X. For the second part,
take T 6= ∅ and M = 0. Consider a pair (V j−→ X, 0). We can regard
this 0 as the transfer of 0 along i : ∅ → V ×T . Assuming V is nonempty,
the fibers of pi1 : V × T → V are nonempty, so we have D(∅, i, V ) = ∅
(this also holds for V = ∅). Thus, the pair (V j−→ X, 0) is equivalent to
(∅ → X, 0), which is zero. 
The second part of the lemma implies the following.
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Corollary 5.8. When T 6= ∅ the functor F (T, − ) preserves zero maps.
We now turn our attention to monoidal pairings. Let T1 and T2 be finite
G-sets. We have a natural isomorphism TT1M ⊗ TT2M → TT1∐T2M .
One computes the pairing below.
TT1M(X1)⊗ TT2M(X2)→ TT1
∐
T2M(X1 ×X2)
(V1 × T1 pi1−→ V1 j1−→ X1,SV1,T1M (u1))⊗ (V2 × T2 pi1−→ V2
j2−→ X2,SV2,T2M (u2))
7→ (V1 × V2 × (T1∐T2) pi1−→ V1 × V2 j1×j2−−−→ X1 ×X2,
SV1×V2,T1
∐
T2
M
(
(rpiV1×T1 (u1), rpiV2×T2 (u2))
))
Hence, we define a pairing F (T1,M) ⊗ F (T2,M) → F (T1
∐
T2,M)
analogously, as below.
F (T1,M)(X1)⊗ F (T2,M)(X2)→ F (T1
∐
T2,M)(X1 ×X2)
(V1
j1−→ X1, u1)⊗ (V2 j2−→ X2, u2)
7→ (V1 × V2 j1×j2−−−→ X1 ×X2, (rpiV1×T1 (u1), rpiV2×T2 (u2)))
We must show that this is well-defined.
Proposition 5.9. There is a natural, associative and commutative sys-
tem of pairings F (T1,M) ⊗ F (T2,M) → F (T1
∐
T2,M) making the
following diagrams commute.
F (T1,M)⊗ F (T2,M)
Θ
T1
M ⊗Θ
T2
M

// F (T1
∐
T2,M)
Θ
T1
∐
T2
M

TT1M ⊗ TT2M ∼= // TT1
∐
T2M
Proof. We need only show that our pairing is compatible with relation
(iii) of Definition 5.2; the other parts are trivial to check. Given pairs
(Vi
ji−→ Xi, ui) for i = 1, 2, suppose that u1 = tf1(w1) for some map
f1 : W1 → V1 × T1. Now note that the diagram below is exponential,
where we let D1 := D(W1, f1, V1).
D1×V2×(T1
∐
T2)
(e×1◦1×τ)∐(p×1×1)

pi1 // D1×V2
p×1

W1×V2
∐
V1×V2×T2
(1×τ◦f1×1)
∐
1
// V1×V2×(T1
∐
T2) pi1
// V1×V2
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Now (rpiV1×T1 (u1), rpiV2×T2 (u2)) is the transfer of (rpiW1 (w1), rpiV2×T2 (u2)),
so the above diagram tells us that(
V1 × V2 j1×j2−−−→ X1 ×X2, (rpiV1×T1 (tf1(w1)), rpiV2×T2 (u2))
)
∼ (D1 × V2 (j1◦p)×j2−−−−−→ X1 ×X2, (rpiD1×T1 (re(w1)), rpiV2×T2 (u2))).
A symmetrical argument applies to u2. 
Next we require an easy statement about direct limits.
Lemma 5.10. For any T ∈ FinG, the functor F (T, − ) commutes
with direct limits.
Combined with Lemma 4.5 and the fact that every Mackey functor
is the direct limit of its finitely generated sub-Mackey functors, this
reduces Theorem 5.3 to the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. For any T ∈ FinG and finitely generatedM ∈Mack(G),
the map ΘTM is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 we may assume that T 6= ∅. Since M is finitely
generated, there is an exact sequence as below.
[− , Y ] α−→ [− , Z] β−→M → 0
Now let Y ′ and Z ′ denote fibrant replacements for Σ∞Y+ and Σ∞Z+,
respectively. Let α be represented by α′ : Y ′ → Z ′, and let Z ′′ denote
the mapping cone of α′. Then the inclusion Y ′ → Z ′′ is a cofibration
and we have M ∼= pi0(Z ′′/Y ′), so that M⊗T ∼= pi0(Z ′′/Y ′)∧T . Next, let
∂iY ′Z
′′∧T denote the i-coskeleton of Z ′′∧T with respect to Y ′. We have
a sequence of cofibrations
Y ′∧T = ∂|T |Y ′ Z
′′∧T → ∂|T |−1Y ′ Z ′′∧T → ...→ ∂1Y ′Z ′′∧T → Z ′′∧T
with quotients as below for i = 1, ..., |T | − 1, where the wedge sum is
indexed.
∂iY ′Z
′′∧T/∂i+1Y ′ Z
′′∧T ∼=
∨
S⊆T,|S|=i
Y ′∧S ∧ (Z ′′/Y ′)∧T−S(5.12)
Now, for i = 1, ..., |T | we have maps∨
S⊆T,|S|≥i
Y ′∧S ∧ Z ′′∧T−S → ∂iY ′Z ′′∧T .
Combining 5.12 with Lemma 4.4, one easily sees by downward induc-
tion on i that these maps are surjective on pi0. Letting {Sj} be a
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complete set of orbit representatives for the nonempty subsets of T ,
and Hj the stabilizer of Sj, we obtain an exact sequence as below,⊕
j
IndGHj
(
[− ,ResGHjY ]⊗Sj⊗[− ,ResGHjZ]⊗T−Sj
)
→ [− , Z]⊗T β⊗T−−→M⊗T → 0
where the first map on the j’th summand is adjoint to (ResGHj α)
⊗Sj⊗1.
We now obtain the commutative square below, where we have simplified
by omitting the notation for the restriction functors.⊕
j Ind
G
Hj
(
F (Sj, [− , Y ])⊗F (T−Sj, [− , Z])
)
//
∼=⊕j IndGHj (Θ
Sj
[− ,Y ]⊗Θ
T−Sj
[− ,Z])

F (T, [− , Z])
ΘT
[− ,Z]∼=
⊕
j Ind
G
Hj
(
TSj([− , Y ])⊗TT−Sj([− , Z])) // TT ([− , Z])
Now it is clear from the definition that F (T, − ) preserves surjections,
so it suffices to show that the composite of the top map in the above di-
agram with F (T, β) is zero. For each j, we check this by examining the
following commutative diagram; we have again omitted the notation
for the restriction functors, and have abbreviated [− , Y ] and [− , Z]
by Y and Z, respectively, to further reduce clutter.
F (Sj, Y )⊗F (T−Sj, Z)
F (Sj ,0)⊗F (T−Sj ,β) **
F (Sj ,α)⊗1// F (Sj, Z)⊗F (T−Sj, Z)
F (Sj ,β)⊗F (T−Sj ,β)

// F (T, Z)
F (T,β)

F (Sj,M)⊗F (T−Sj,M) // F (T,M)
The map in question is the composite along the top and right sides.
Since F (Sj, 0) = 0 by Corollary 5.8, this composite is zero. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 5.3. Combining this with
Proposition 5.9, we obtain the following.
Corollary 5.13. The maps F (T1,M) ⊗ F (T2,M) → F (T1
∐
T2,M)
form an associative, commutative and unital system of natural isomor-
phisms. There is a natural isomorphism as below.
F (∗,M) ∼=−→M
(V
j−→ X, u) 7→ tj(u)
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Corollary 5.14. If T ∼= ∐iG/Hi then for any M ∈ Mack(G) the
map shown below is an isomorphism.
µTM :
⊗
i
ΦHi(M)→ ΦGF (T,M)
⊗i[ui] 7→ [(∗ =−→ ∗,×iui)]
Proof. This map is the same as 5.6 from the proof of Lemma 5.5.
We know it is a surjection, and an isomorphism when M is repre-
sentable. It is trivially an isomorphism when T = ∅. Suppose that
T = T1
∐
T2. Letting T1 ∼=
∐
iG/H1,i and T2 ∼=
∐
j G/H2,j so that
T ∼= (∐iG/H1,i)∐(∐j G/H2,j), one easily sees that the diagram be-
low commutes.(⊗
i Φ
Hi(M)
)⊗ (⊗j ΦHj(M))
µTM ++
µ
T1
M ⊗µ
T2
M// ΦGF (T1,M)⊗ ΦGF (T2,M)
∼=

ΦGF (T,M)
Thus, it suffices to prove the statement for T ∼= G/H an orbit. In this
case we have ΦGF (G/H,M) ∼= ΦGNGH (ResGHM) ∼= ΦHM , so both the
source and target of µT are right exact, additive functors. Hence we
are reduced to the case where M is representable, which is handled in
the proof of Lemma 5.5. 
We can describe ΦGF (T,M) in a canonical way, as follows. We first
form the free abelian group onM(T ). Then, for anyG-map f : W → T ,
we impose the relation below.
[tf (w)] =
∑
j:T→W,f◦j=1
[rj(w)]
Next, we know that there is a natural isomorphism of the form
F (T,M1)⊗ F (T,M2)
∼=−→ F (T,M1 ⊗M2),
using the isomorphisms ιT and ΘT . Letting (V j−→ X, u) ∈ F (T,M),
we compute (ιT )−1(ΘT )−1(V j−→ X, u) as follows. First of all, this is tj
of (ιT )−1(ΘT )−1(V =−→ V, u). Let u be represented by a map
u : Σ∞(V × T )+ → HM,
where HM is cofibrant. Then (ιT )−1(ΘT )−1(V =−→ V, u) is represented
by the map
Σ∞V+ → (HM)∧T
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such that the underlying nonequivariant map on the summand corre-
sponding to v ∈ V is
S0 ∼= (S0)∧T ∧t∈Tu(v,t)−−−−−−→ (HM)∧T .
We can indicate this schematically with the following.
v 7→
∏
t∈T
u(v, t)
The following is now clear.
Corollary 5.15. There is an associative and commutative system of
natural isomorphisms, as below.
F (T,M1)⊗ F (T,M2)
∼=−→ F (T,M1 ⊗M2)
(V1
j1−→ X1, u1)⊗ (V2 j2−→ X2, u2)
7→ (V1 × V2 j1×j2−−−→ X1 ×X2, r1×1×∆r1×τ×1(u1 ⊗ u2))
There must also be a natural isomorphism as below.
F (T1, F (T2,M))
∼=−→ F (T1 × T2,M)
We give a partial computation of this, as follows. An element of
F (T1, F (T2,M))(X) may be represented by a pair (V
j−→ X, u) with
u ∈ F (T2,M)(V × T1). Suppose that u is represented by a pair
(W
f−→ V × T1, x) with x ∈ M(W × T2). Then we can represent u
schematically, as follows.
(v, t1) 7→
∑
w∈W,f(w)=(v,t1)
( ∏
t2∈T2
x(w, t2)
)
Then (V =−→ V, u) can be represented as below.
v 7→
∏
t1∈T1
( ∑
w∈W,f(w)=(v,t1)
( ∏
t2∈T2
x(w, t2)
))
=
∑
(v,s)∈D(W,f,V )
( ∏
t1∈T1
∏
t2∈T2
x(s(v, t1), t2)
)
It is not difficult to translate these formulas into topology. We obtain
the following. In principle, a formula can be given for the case where u
is a difference of pairs, but we shall not attempt to write it down here.
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Corollary 5.16. There is an associative and unital system of natural
isomorphisms as below. The elements of the form below map as shown.
F (T1, F (T2,M))
∼=−→ F (T1 × T2,M)(
V
j−→ X, (W f−→ V × T1, x)
) 7→ (D(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X, re×1(x))
Next we give an intrinsic description of the norm functor.
5.2. Norm Functor. Fix a subgroup H of G, and a set of coset rep-
resentatives for G/H, with 1 representing the identity coset. We shall
freely identify G×HResGH V with V ×G/H and G/H×V with V ×G/H
in this subsection, for convenience. Before we define our candidate for
the norm functor, we introduce one small notation. If V ∈ FinG and
W ∈ FinH , and f : W → V is an H-map, we shall define DH(W, f, V )
by the following exponential diagram.
DH(W, f, V )×G/H
e

pi1 // DH(W, f, V )
p

G×H W
G×Hf
// V ×G/H pi1 // V
(5.17)
We also define an H-map
eH : DH(W, f, V )→ W
to be the restriction of e to DH(W, f, V )× {H}. Thus e = G×H eH .
Definition 5.18. Let M ∈ Mack(H). For X ∈ FinG we define
NG,HM(X) to be the quotient of the free abelian group on the pairs
(V
j−→ X, u ∈M(ResGH V )), where j is a map in FinG, by the relations
(i) (V j−→ X, u) = (V ′ j′−→ X, u′) when there is a commutative diagram
V
j // X
V ′
f ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f is an isomorphism and rResGH f (u) = u
′,
(ii) (V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)) = (V1 j1−→ X, u1) + (V2 j2−→ X, u2), and
(iii) (V j−→ X, tf (w)) = (DH(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X, reH (w)) for any H-set W
and H-map f : W → ResGH V .
We define transfers on the generators by composition and restrictions
by pullback, as before. Lemma 2.3 implies that the restrictions are
well-defined, and it is again easy to see that coproducts of finite G-sets
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are converted into products. Hence, we have a Mackey functor NG,HM .
Next, we define a natural map ΘG,H : NG,H → TG,H as below.
ΘG,HM (X) : N
G,HM(X)→ TG,HM(X)
(V
j−→ X, u) 7→ (G/H × V pi2−→ V j−→ X,G×H u)
To see that this is a natural map of Mackey functors, we need only show
that it respects relation (iii) of Definition 5.18. For this we apply 5.17,
supposing u = tf (w). We have G ×H u = tG×Hf (G ×H w), and also
re(G×H w) = rG×HeH (G×H w) = G×H (reH (w)). Thus we have(
G/H × V pi2−→ V j−→ X,G×H (tf (w))
)
∼ (G/H ×DH(W, f, V ) pi2−→ DH(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X,G×H (reH (w))).
It follows that ΘG,H is well-defined, and it is clear that it is surjective.
We shall prove the following.
Theorem 5.19. The natural map ΘG,H is an isomorphism.
We shall require three lemmas.
Lemma 5.20. For M ∈Mack(G), the natural isomorphisms
ResGHM(Res
G
H V )
∼= M(V ×G/H)
for V ∈ FinG induce a natural isomorphism
NG,H ResGHM
∼=−→ F (G/H,M).
Proof. Let X ∈ FinG. The generators for NG,H ResGHM(X) are given
by pairs (V j−→ X, u) with u ∈ ResGHM(ResGH V ), while the generators
for F (G/H,M)(X) are given by such pairs with u ∈ M(V × G/H).
However, we have ResGHM(Res
G
H V )
∼= M(V × G/H); hence, the gen-
erators of the two groups are in bijection. To see that we have an
isomorphism of groups, one need only check that the relations (iii) of
Definitions 5.2 and 5.18 correspond under this identification. For this,
let f : W → V ×G/H be a G-map. Then f identifies W (canonically)
as G ×H W ′, where W ′ = f−1(V × {H}), and we have f = G ×H f ′,
where f ′ is the restriction of f to W ′. We now note the commutativity
of the following diagram, and leave the rest up to the reader.
M(G×H W ′)
tG×Hf ′ //
=

M(V ×G/H)
∼=

ResGHM(W
′)
tf ′
// ResGHM(Res
G
H V )
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That these isomorphisms respect transfers is obvious. That they re-
spect restrictions follows from the commutativity of the following dia-
gram, supposing we have a map k : P → V in FinG.
M(V ×G/H)
∼=

rk×1 // M(P ×G/H)
∼=

ResGHM(Res
G
H V ) r
ResG
H
k
// ResGHM(Res
G
H P )

Next, one can use topology to define a map as below
G×H (− ) : M(Z)→ IndGHM(G×H Z)
for M ∈Mack(H) and Z ∈ FinH , as well as an isomorphism
IndGH Res
G
HM
∼= M ⊗ [− , G/H]
for M ∈ Mack(G). Of course, algebraic descriptions can be given for
these maps, but these are not needed for our purposes. We can now
relate the above maps G×H (− ) to the slant map.
Lemma 5.21. For any M ∈ Mack(G) and V ∈ FinG the following
diagram commutes.
ResGHM(Res
G
H V )
∼=

G×H(− )// IndGH Res
G
HM(V ×G/H)
∼=

M(V ×G/H)
SV,G/HM
// M ⊗ [− , G/H](V ×G/H)
The proof, which is a simple topological calculation, is left to the reader.
Next we note that TG,H ResGHM is contained in T(Ind
G
H Res
G
HM), while
TG/HM is contained in T(M ⊗ [− , G/H]). We have the following.
Lemma 5.22. For M ∈Mack(G), the natural isomorphism
IndGH Res
G
HM
∼= M ⊗ [− , G/H]
induces a natural isomorphism
TG,H ResGHM
∼=−→ TG/HM.
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Proof. Let HM be positive cofibrant. Utilizing our set of coset repre-
sentatives, we obtain a commutative diagram as below.
NGH Res
G
H HM
∼=

// NGHC(Res
G
H HM)
∼=

∼= // C(G+ ∧H (ResGH HM))
∼=

(HM)∧G/H // (C(HM))∧G/H ∼= // C(HM ∧G/H+)
The image in pi0 of the top composite is TG,H ResGHM , while the image
of the bottom composite is TG/HM . The right vertical map is C of
the canonical isomorphism G+ ∧H (ResGH HM) ∼= HM ∧G/H+, which
induces the isomorphism IndGH Res
G
HM
∼= M ⊗ [− , G/H]. 
Now every H-Mackey functor is a retract of a restriction of a G-Mackey
functor. In fact, M is canonically a retract of ResGH Ind
G
HM . Since
retracts of isomorphisms are isomorphisms, Theorem 5.19 is reduced
to the following.
Lemma 5.23. For any M ∈ Mack(G) the diagram below commutes,
where the left vertical map is given by Lemma 5.20 and the right vertical
map is given by Lemma 5.22.
NG,H ResGHM
∼=

ΘG,H
ResG
H
M
// TG,H ResGHM
∼=

F (G/H,M)
Θ
G/H
M
∼= // TG/HM
Proof. Let an element of NG,H ResGHM be given by a pair (V
j−→ X, u).
Going around the diagram in either way, we obtain a pair with first
coordinate as below.
V ×G/H pi1−→ V j−→ X
The fact that we obtain the same second coordinate is precisely the
content of Lemma 5.21. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 5.19. We now describe the
geometric fixed points of this norm. A pair (V j−→ ∗, u) with V an orbit
is a transfer unless V = ∗. Then u ∈ ResGHM(∗) ∼= M(G/H). Hence
we have a surjection as below.
Z{M(G/H)} → ΦGNG,HM
[u] 7→ [(∗ =−→ ∗, u)]
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To show that this map factors through ΦHM , we examine relation
(iii) of Definition 5.18. Let W be an H-set. Then the diagram below
is exponential, where pi is the unique map W → ∗ and piH is as in
Section 3.
NGHW ×G/H
pi1 //
G×HpiH

NGHW

G×H W
G×Hpi
// G/H // ∗
Now the G-fixed points of NGHW are the G/H-tuples where every ele-
ment is some fixed w ∈ WH . Hence, letting W ∼= (∐i ∗)∐(∐j H/Kj)
with each Kj a proper subgroup of H, we obtain the relation below in
ΦGNG,HM .[(∗ =−→ ∗,∑i ui +∑j tHKju′j)] = ∑
i
[(∗ =−→ ∗, ui)]
We have obtained a natural surjection as below.
µG,HM : Φ
HM → ΦGNG,HM
[u] 7→ [(∗ =−→ ∗, u)]
Now we know that ΦGNG,H is naturally isomorphic to ΦH , so the source
and target of µG,H are right exact, additive functors. Thus, to check it is
an isomorphism we need only consider representable Mackey functors.
In case M = [− , X], we have a surjection of free abelian groups of
rank #XH ; hence, an isomorphism.
Next we turn to monoidal pairings. We know that there is a natural
isomorphism NG,HM1⊗NG,HM2 ∼= NG,H(M1⊗M2). To describe this
algebraically, we first describe the elements of NG,HM topologically.
Let HM be cofibrant, and suppose that u ∈M(ResGH V ) is represented
by an H-map
u : Σ∞(ResGH V )+ → ResGH HM
Letting {gi} be our set of coset representatives for G/H, one calculates
that the pair (G/H × V pi2−→ V =−→ V,G ×H u) is represented by the
G-map
Σ∞V+ → NGHHM
whose underlying nonequivariant map on the wedge summand corre-
sponding to v ∈ V is as below.
S0 ∼=
∧
i
S0
∧iu(g−1i ·v)−−−−−−→
∧
i
HM = NGHHM
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We can represent this schematically as below.
v 7→
∏
i
u(g−1i · v)
One now obtains the following by an easy calculation.
Corollary 5.24. There is a canonical isomorphism A
∼=−→ NG,HA send-
ing the universal element to (∗ =−→ ∗, 1). (More generally, for any finite
H-set X there is an isomorphism [− , NGHX]
∼=−→ NG,H([− , X]) send-
ing the universal element to (NGHX
=−→ NGHX, piH).) There is also an
associative, commutative and unital natural isomorphism as below.
NG,HM1 ⊗NG,HM2
∼=−→ NG,H(M1 ⊗M2)
(V1
j1−→ X1, u1)⊗ (V2 j2−→ X2, u2) 7→ (V1 × V2 j1×j2−−−→ X1 ×X2, u1 ⊗ u2)
That is, the functor NG,H is strong symmetric monoidal.
Next let K be a subgroup of H, and choose a set {hl} of coset represen-
tatives for H/K, with 1 representing the identity coset. Then {gihl} is
a set of coset representatives for G/K, with 1 representing the identity
coset, and we have a natural isomorphism of functors NGK ∼= NGHNHK on
K-spectra. Hence we have a natural isomorphism NG,K ∼= NG,HNH,K
on K-Mackey functors. We give a partial computation of this, as fol-
lows. Suppose an element of NG,HNH,KM is represented by a pair
(V
j−→ X, u), and that u is represented by a pair (W f−→ V, x). We can
represent u schematically as below.
v 7→
∑
w∈W,f(w)=v
∏
l
x(h−1l · w)
Then (V =−→ V, u) can be represented as below,
v 7→
∏
i
( ∑
w∈W,f(w)=g−1i ·v
∏
l
x(h−1l · w)
)
=
∑
(v,s)∈DH(W,f,V )
∏
i
∏
l
x(h−1l · wi,v)
where wi,v is such that [gi, wi,v] = s(v, giH). This implies that we have
wi,v = eH(g
−1
i · (v, s)), so that
x(h−1l · wi,v) = x(h−1l · eH(g−1i · (v, s))) = reH (x)((gihl)−1 · (v, s)).
It is not difficult to translate this argument into topology. The result
is the following. In principle, one could write down a formula for the
case where u is a difference of pairs, but we shall not do so here.
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Corollary 5.25. There is an associative system of natural isomor-
phisms of symmetric monoidal functors NG,HNH,K ∼= NG,K. The ele-
ments of the form below map as shown.
NG,HNH,KM
∼=−→ NG,KM(
V
j−→ X, (W f−→ V, x)) 7→ (DH(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X, rResHK eH (x))
Now, since there is an isomorphism (NGHX)∧T ∼= NGH (X∧ResGH T ) for
H-spectra X and T ∈ FinG, indicated schematically below,
(NGHX)
∧T ∼=−→ NGH (X∧Res
G
H T )(5.26)
∧t ∧i xt,i 7→ ∧i ∧t xgi·t,i
we have a canonical isomorphism as below.
F (T,NG,HM)
∼=−→ NG,HF (ResGH T,M)
We give a partial computation of this, as follows. Consider an element
of F (T,NG,HM) represented by a pair (V j−→ X, u), where u is equal
to (W f−→ V × T, x). Then we can represent u schematically, as below.
(v, t) 7→
∑
w∈W,f(w)=(v,t)
∏
i
x(g−1i · w)
Then we can represent (V =−→ V, u) as below.
v 7→
∏
t∈T
( ∑
w∈W,f(w)=(v,t)
∏
i
x(g−1i · w)
)
=
∑
(v,s)∈D(W,f,V )
∏
t∈T
∏
i
x(g−1i · s(v, t))
Careful examination of 5.26 yields the following.∏
t∈T
∏
i
x(g−1i · s(v, t)) =
∏
i
∏
t∈T
x(g−1i · s(v, gi · t))
We also have g−1i · s(v, gi · t) = (g−1i · s)(g−1i · v, t), so that
x(g−1i · s(v, gi · t)) = re(x)(g−1i · (v, s), t).
Thus we obtain the following. Again, when u is a difference of pairs
one could obtain a formula, but we shall not do so here.
Corollary 5.27. There is an associative and unital system of natural
isomorphisms F (T,NG,HM) ∼= NG,HF (ResGH T,M). The elements of
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the form below map as shown.
F (T,NG,HM)
∼=−→ NG,HF (ResGH T,M)(
V
j−→ X, (W f−→ V × T, x)) 7→ (D(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X,(
ResGH D(W, f, V )
=−→ ResGH D(W, f, V ), rResGH e(x)
))
In the next section we recap what we have learned about certain ho-
motopy groups of spectra.
6. Multiplicative Push Forward and Homotopy Groups
In this section we use multiplicative push forwards to give pleasing de-
scriptions of the homotopy groups of spectra which we have calculated.
For any finite G-set X, we denote by BG(X) the translation category of
X, and let SpBG(X) denote the category of functors from BG(X) to Sp.
If X ∼= ∐iG/Hi then we have an equivalence of categories as below.
SpBG(X) ∼=
∏
i
SpHi(6.1)
We can put a model structure on this category which corresponds to
the product of the stable (or positive stable) model structures under
this equivalence. Note that the result does not depend on the choice of
orbit representatives. A map Y → Z in SpBG(X) is a weak equivalence
(fibration) if and only if all the maps Y (x)→ Z(x) in SpGx for x ∈ X
are weak equivalences (fibrations).
Now, any map f : U → V induces a functor f : BG(U)→ BG(V ), so
by precomposition we have a pullback functor as below.
f ∗ : SpBG(V ) → SpBG(U)
Under appropriate equivalences 6.1, this corresponds to a product of
restriction functors, so it preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations. It
also has a left adjoint, which we call additive push forward, obtained
by taking wedge sums over fibers as below.
f∗ : SpBG(U) → SpBG(V )
(u 7→ Xu) 7→ (v 7→ ∨u∈f−1(v)Xu)
Under appropriate equivalences 6.1, in each factor this is a wedge of in-
duction functors. Hence (f∗, f ∗) is a Quillen pair. (In fact, f ∗ preserves
(trivial) cofibrations as well.) We may similarly define the multiplica-
tive push forward as below.
f? : SpBG(U) → SpBG(V )
(u 7→ Xu) 7→ (v 7→ ∧u∈f−1(v)Xu)
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Under appropriate equivalences 6.1, in each factor this is a smash prod-
uct of norm functors, so it preserves (positive) cofibrancy and weak
equivalences between cofibrant objects. Hence, it is left derivable.
Next note that SpBG(∗) = SpG. If V is a G-set and pi : V → ∗ is
the unique map to a point, then we have pi∗X(v) = X for all v ∈ V .
We denote this BG(V )-diagram by constVX. Hence, (pi∗, constV ) is a
Quillen pair. We note the following easy facts.
(i) If pi : V → ∗ then pi∗(constV S0) ∼= Σ∞V+.
(ii) If i : U → V then i?(constUS0) ∼= constV S0.
(iii) If piT = pi1 : V × T → V then piT? (constV×TX) ∼= constVX∧T .
Part (i) gives an adjunction isomorphism as below.
[Σ∞V+, X] ∼= [constV S0, constVX]
Hence we can define maps
piT? : pi0X(V × T )→ pi0X∧T (V )
as below, where on the bottom right we have used (ii) and (iii).
pi0X(V × T )
piT? //
∼=

pi0X
∧T (V )
∼=

[constV×TS0, constV×TX]
piT?
// [constV S
0, constVX
∧T ]
With this notation and the calculations in Subsection 5.1, we obtain
the following.
Theorem 6.2. Let M ∈ Mack(G), and let T and X be finite G-sets.
Let Z(T,M,X) be the free abelian group on the pairs (V j−→ X, u),
where j is a map in FinG and u ∈M(V × T ). Then the map
Z(T,M,X)→ pi0(HM)∧T (X)
(V
j−→ X, u) 7→ tj(piT? (u))
is a surjection. The kernel is generated by the relations
(i) (V j−→ X, u) = (V ′ j′−→ X, u′) when there is a commutative diagram
V
j // X
V ′
f ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f is an isomorphism and rf×1(u) = u′,
(ii) (V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)) = (V1 j1−→ X, u1) + (V2 j2−→ X, u2), and
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(iii) (V j−→ X, tf (w)) = (D j◦p−−→ X, re(w)) for any map of finite G-sets
f : W → V × T , where D, p and e are as in the exponential
diagram below.
D × T
e

piT // D
p

W
f
// V × T
piT
// V
To describe the norm functor, we begin by noting that, for any G-set
V and subgroup H ⊆ G, we have a canonical inclusion
BH(ResGH V ) ⊆ BG(G/H × V )
corresponding to the identity coset, and this is an equivalence. We
obtain an equivalence of categories as below.
SpBG(G/H×V )
∼=−→ SpBH(ResGH V )
After choosing a set of coset representatives {gi} for G/H (with 1
representing the identity coset), we obtain an inverse equivalence by
using the contraction below.
BG(G/H × V )→ BH(ResGH V )
(giH, v) 7→ g−1i · v
Applying this equivalence to constResGH VX for some H-spectrum X, we
obtain a BG(G/H×V )-diagram which we shall denote by constG,HG/H×VX.
Note the following.
(i) The diagram constG,HG/H×V S
0 is equal to constG/H×V S0, since S0
has trivial action.
(ii) If piG/H = pi2 : G/H × V → V then we have an isomorphism
piG/H? (const
G,H
G/H×VX)
∼= constVNGHX.
Thus, for H-spectra X and G-sets V we obtain a map
piG,H? : pi0X(Res
G
H V )→ pi0NGHX(V )
as below, where we use (i) on left and (ii) on the right.
pi0X(Res
G
H V )
∼=

piG,H? // pi0N
G
HX(V )
∼=

[constG/H×V S0, const
G,H
G/H×VX]
pi
G/H
?
// [constV S
0, constVN
G
HX]
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With this notation and the calculations in Subsection 5.2, we obtain
the following.
Theorem 6.3. Let H be a subgroup of G, M ∈ Mack(H) and X
a finite G-set. Let ZGH(M,X) be the free abelian group on the pairs
(V
j−→ X, u), with j a map in FinG and u ∈ M(ResGH V ). Then the
map
ZGH(M,X)→ pi0NGH (HM)(X)
(V
j−→ X, u) 7→ tj(piG,H? (u))
is a surjection. The kernel is generated by the relations
(i) (V j−→ X, u) = (V ′ j′−→ X, u′) when there is a commutative diagram
V
j // X
V ′
f ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f is an isomorphism and rResGH f (u) = u
′,
(ii) (V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)) = (V1 j1−→ X, u1) + (V2 j2−→ X, u2), and
(iii) (V j−→ X, tf (w)) = (D j◦p−−→ X, reH (w)) for any H-set W and
H-map f : W → ResGH V , where D, p and eH are as in the
exponential diagram below.
G/H ×D
G×HeH

piG/H // D
p

G×H W
G×Hf
// G/H × V
piG/H
// V
Finally, we can describe the symmetric powers of Mackey functors in
similar terms. Let n > 0, and suppose that i : U → V is a G-map of
degree n. Then for any G-spectrum X we have a quotient map
qi : i?(constUX)→ constV (X∧n/Σn).
Then we can define a map
iΣ? : pi0X(U)→ pi0(X∧n/Σn)(V )
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as below.
pi0X(U)
∼=

iΣ? // pi0(X
∧n/Σn)(V )
∼=

[constUS
0, constUX]
[− ,qi]◦i?
// [constV S
0, constV (X
∧n/Σn)]
We can now restate the description from Section 2.
Theorem 6.4. Let M ∈ Mack(G), n > 0 and X ∈ FinG. Let
Zn(M,X) be the free abelian group on the pairs (U i−→ V j−→ X, u),
where i and j are maps in FinG, i has degree n and u ∈M(U). Then
the map
Zn(M,X)→ pi0((HM)∧n/Σn)(X)
(U
i−→ V j−→ X, u) 7→ tj(iΣ? (u))
is a surjection. The kernel is generated by the relations
(i) (U i−→ V j−→ X, u) = (U ′ i′−→ V ′ j′−→ X, u′) whenever there is a
commutative diagram
U
i // V
j // X
U ′
f ∼=
OO
i′
// V ′
g ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f and g are isomorphisms and rf (u) = u′,
(ii) (U1
∐
U2
i1
∐
i2−−−→ V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)) =
(U1
i1−→ V1 j1−→ X, u1) + (U2 i2−→ V2 j2−→ X, u2), and
(iii) (U i−→ V j−→ X, tk(w)) = (A g−→ B j◦h−−→ X, rf (w)) whenever the
diagram
W
k // U
i // V
j // X
A
f
OO
g
// B
h
OO
j◦h
>>
is commutative and the rectangle is exponential.
7. The Norm / Restriction Adjunctions for Tambara and
semi-Tambara Functors
One result of [Ull2] is that the norm functor on Mackey functors gives
the left adjoint of restriction on Tambara functors. In this section, we
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demonstrate this adjunction algebraically. We begin with restriction
functors. Let H be a subgroup of G. Since the induction functor
G×H (− ) : FinH → FinG
preserves all colimits, as well as pullbacks and exponential diagrams,
we may define a restriction functor
ResGH : Tamb(G)→ Tamb(H).
For a G-Tambara functor R, we define
(ResGH R)? := R? ◦G×H (− ),
just as with restrictions and transfers (this corresponds to topological
restriction). As noted in [Ull2], this functor has a right adjoint IndGH ,
defined similarly; however, we are interested in the left adjoint.
In order to give norm maps to norms of H-Tambara functors, we
must work with semi-Tambara functors and additive completion. For
this purpose we introduce a norm construction on semi-Mackey functors
sNG,H : sMack(H)→ sMack(G).
Let M ∈ sMack(H) and X ∈ FinG. We define sNG,H0 M(X) to be the
set of isomorphism classes of pairs (V j−→ X, u), with j a map in FinG
and u ∈M(ResGH V ), where (V j−→ X, u) is isomorphic to (V ′ j
′−→ X ′, u′)
if and only if there is a commutative diagram
V
j // X
V ′
f ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f is an isomorphism and rResGH f (u) = u
′. We define transfers
by composition and restrictions by pullback, as before. It is clear that
we now have a semi-Mackey functor sNG,H0 M ; addition is achieved by
taking disjoint unions of V ’s, as below.
(V1
j1−→ X, u1) + (V2 j2−→ X, u2) =
(
V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (u1, u2)
)
Next, we define sNG,HM(X) to be the quotient of sNG,H0 M(X) by the
smallest equivalence relation ∼ such that, for any G-map j : V → X,
H-map f : W → ResGH V and w ∈M(W ), we have
(V
j−→ X, tf (w)) ∼
(
DH(W, f, V )
j◦p−−→, reH (w)
)
,
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where DH(W, f, V ), p and eH are as in the exponential diagram below.
G/H ×DH(W, f, V )
G×HeH

pi2 // DH(W, f, V )
p

G×H W
G×Hf
// G/H × V pi2 // V
Lemma 2.3 implies that the restrictions descend to this quotient. That
the transfers descend is trivial. It remains to verify that sNG,HM con-
verts coproducts in FinG into products. One sees that the equivalence
relation on sNG,H0 M(X1
∐
X2) ∼= sNG,H0 M(X1)×sNG,H0 M(X2) corre-
sponds to the product of the equivalence relations for X1 and X2. Note
that when M is a Mackey functor, NG,HM is the additive completion
of sNG,HM .
Now suppose thatR ∈ sTamb(H). We define norm maps for sNG,H0 R
as follows. Let f : X → Y be a G-map. To define nf of (V j−→ X, u),
we form the exponential diagram
E
e

k // D
p

V
j
// X
f
// Y
and take nf ((V
j−→ X, u)) to be (D p−→ Y, nResGH krResGH e(u)). It is clear
that this is well-defined. Lemma 2.5 implies that this norm is func-
torial, and Lemma 2.4 implies that the distributive law holds. The
commutation of norms and restrictions follows from Lemma 2.3.
We must now show that these norm maps descend to sNG,HR. For
this we point out the following interpretation of exponential diagrams.
Let f : X → Y be a G-map. Then f induces a pullback functor as
below.
f ∗ : FinG/Y → FinG/X
(V → Y ) 7→ V ×Y X
This functor has a right adjoint, namely (A i−→ X) 7→ (∏i,f A p−→ Y ).
In an exponential diagram as below,
D ×Y X
e

pi1 // D

A
i
// X
f
// Y
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the map e is the counit of the adjunction. Hence we have an isomor-
phism as below.
HomFinG/Y (B,D)
∼=−→ HomFinG/X(B ×Y X,A)
j 7→ e ◦ (j ×Y 1)
Also, if A and B are H-sets over C, we have an isomorphism as below.
HomFinH/C(A,B)
∼=−→ HomFinG/G×HC(G×H A,G×H B)
j 7→ G×H j
We are now ready to prove the following.
Lemma 7.1. The norm maps for sNG,H0 R descend to sNG,HR.
Proof. Suppose given G-sets A, B and C, and an H-set F . Suppose
we have maps a : A → B and b : B → C in FinG, and a map
f : F → ResGH A in FinH . Now form the exponential diagram below.
J
j1

j2 // K
k

A a
// B
b
// C
(7.2)
Next form the pullback diagram below.
I
i1

i2 // ResGH J
ResGH j1

F
f
// ResGH A
(7.3)
It follows by Lemma 2.3 that the exponential diagram
G/H ×DH(I, i2, J)
G×Hei2H

pi2 // DH(I, i2, J)
pi2

G×H I
G×H i2
// G/H × J pi2 // J
is the pullback of the exponential diagram below over j1.
G/H ×DH(F, f, A)
G×HefH

pi2 // DH(F, f, A)
pf

G×H F
G×Hf
// G/H × A pi2 // A
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Hence we obtain two commutative squares as below (the left square is
a pullback).
DH(I, i2, J)
d

pi2 // J
j1

ResGH DH(I, i2, J)
e
i2
H

ResGH d// ResGH DH(F, f, A)
efH

DH(F, f, A)
pf
// A I
i1
// F
(7.4)
Now form the exponential diagram below.
L
l1

l2 // M
m

I
i2
// ResGH J
ResGH j2
// ResGH K
(7.5)
Next form the exponential diagram below.
G/H ×DH(M,m,K)
G×HemH

pi2 // DH(M,m,K)
pm

G×H M
G×Hm
// G/H ×K pi2 // K
We now have a chain of isomorphisms for X ∈ FinG/K, as below.
Hom/K(X,
∏
pi2 ,j2
DH(I, i2, J)) ∼= Hom/J(X×KJ,DH(I, i2, J))
∼= Hom/(G/H×J)(G/H×X×KJ,G×H I)
∼= Hom/ResGH J(Res
G
H X×ResGH K Res
G
H J, I)
∼= Hom/ResGH K(Res
G
H X,M)(7.6)
∼= Hom/(G/H×K)(G/H×X,G×HM)
∼= Hom/K(X,DH(M,m,K))
It follows that we have an exponential diagram as below.
DH(M,m,K)×K J
e!

pi1 // DH(M,m,K)
pm

DH(I, i2, J)
pi2
// J
j2
// K
(7.7)
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Next form the diagram below, where both squares are pullbacks.
ResGH(DH(M,m,K)×K J)
ResGH pi1

emH×ResG
H
K
1
// L
l2

i2◦l1 // ResGH J
ResGH j2

ResGH DH(M,m,K) emH
// M m
// ResGH K
(7.8)
Next we claim that the diagram below commutes.
ResGH(DH(M,m,K)×K J)
emH×ResG
H
K
1

ResGH e
!
// ResGH DH(I, i2, J)
e
i2
H

L
l1
// I
(7.9)
To see this, we consider the isomorphisms 7.6. We obtain e! by moving
from the last line to the first, starting with the identity map. Restrict-
ing to H and postcomposing with ei2H corresponds to moving to the
third line of 7.6. Moving from the last line to the third-to-last line
gives the map emH . Moving up one more line corresponds to taking the
pullback with ResGH J over Res
G
H K and postcomposing with l1.
Now every generating relation on sNG,H0 R(B) is of the form
(A
a−→ B, tf (x)) ∼ (DH(F, f, A) a◦p
f−−→ B, refH (x))
for some A, a, x, etc. First, using 7.2 we calculate
nb((A
a−→ B, tf (x))) = (K k−→ C, nResGH j2rResGH j1tf (x)).
Now rResGH j1tf = ti2ri1 by 7.3, and nResGH j2ti2 = tmnl2rl1 by 7.5. It
follows that we have
nb((A
a−→ B, tf (x))) ∼ (DH(M,m,K) k◦p
m−−−→ C, remHnl2rl1ri1(x)).
From 7.8 it follows that remHnl2 = nResGH pi1remH×ResGH K1
, and by 7.9 we
have remH×ResG
H
K
1rl1 = rResGH e!rei2H
. Thus we have
nb((A
a−→ B, tf (x))) ∼ (DH(M,m,K) k◦p
m−−−→ C, nResGH pi1rResGH e!rei2H ri1(x)).
Now by applying Lemma 2.4 to 7.2, 7.4 and 7.7, we see that d ◦ e!, pi1,
k ◦ pm is a distributor for a ◦ pf , b. Hence we have
nb((DH(F, f, A)
a◦pf−−→ B, refH (x))) =
(DH(M,m,K)
k◦pm−−−→ C, nResGH pi1rResGH e!rResGH drefH (x)).
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Finally, we have rResGH drefH = rei2H ri1 by 7.4, so that
nb((A
a−→ B, tf (x))) ∼ nb((DH(F, f, A) a◦p
f−−→ B, refH (x))).

We have constructed a functor
sNG,H : sTamb(H)→ sTamb(G).
We now construct a unit map
ηR : R→ ResGH sNG,HR
for arbitrary R ∈ sTamb(H), as follows. We take our cue from topol-
ogy. If X is a commutative ring H-spectrum, then the unit map for
the norm / restriction adjunction is as below.
X ∼= X ∧ (∧(G−H)/HS0)
IdX∧(∧(G−H)/H1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ ResGH NGHX
This suggests the following. For any X ∈ FinH , let
ηX : X → ResGH(G×H X)
be the unit map of the induction / restriction adjunction. We shall also
denote the counit by X for X ∈ FinG, and note that it corresponds to
piG/H under the canonical isomorphism G ×H (ResGH X) ∼= G/H × X.
We define ηR(X) as below.
ηR(X) : R(X)→ ResGH sNG,HR(X)
u 7→ (G×H X =−→ G×H X,nηX (u))
We now check that this is a map of semi-Tambara functors.
Lemma 7.10. For any R ∈ sTamb(H), the maps ηR(X) determine a
map ηR in sTamb(H).
Proof. First we check that ηR commutes with restrictions; this follows
from the fact that, for any H-map f : Y → X, the diagram
Y
ηY

f // X
ηX

ResGH(G×H Y )
ResGH(G×Hf)
// ResGH(G×H X)
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is a pullback. Next, suppose f : W → X is an H-map and w ∈ R(W ).
The following diagram is exponential.
W
=

i1 // W
∐
(G−H)×H X
f
∐
1

W
f
// X ηX
// ResGH(G×H X)
Hence we obtain nηX tf (w) = t(f∐ 1)ni1(w). Next note that any diagram
of the form below is exponential.
A
∐
A×B C
1
∐
pi2

1
∐
pi1 // A
a

A
∐
C
a
∐
1
// B
∐
C
1
∐
c
// B
Applying the above with A = G ×H W , a = G ×H f , B = G ×H X,
C = G×H ((G−H)×HX) and c = G×HX |C , we obtain the exponential
diagram below,
G×H(ResGH(G×HW ))
G×H(1
∐
(G−H)×Hf)

G×HW // G×HW
G×Hf

G×H(W
∐
(G−H)×HX)
G×H(f
∐
1)
// G×H(ResGH(G×HX)) G×HX// G×HX
where we have used the fact that the diagram
G×H ((G−H)×H W )
G×H((G−H)×Hf)

G×HW// G×H W
G×Hf

G×H ((G−H)×H X)
G×HX// G×H X
is a pullback. This implies the following.
ηR(tf (w)) = (G×H X =−→ G×H X, t(f∐ 1)ni1(w))
= (G×H W G×Hf−−−→ G×H X, r(1∐(G−H)×Hf)ni1(w))
Then since the diagram
W
ηW

= // W
i1

ResGH(G×H W )1∐(G−H)×Hf// W
∐
(G−H)×H X
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is a pullback, we obtain the following.
ηR(tf (w)) = (G×H W G×Hf−−−→ G×H X,nηW (w))
= tf ((G×H W =−→ G×H W,nηW (w)))
= tf (ηR(w))
It remains to show that ηR commutes with norm maps. Again suppose
we have an H-map f : W → X. For w ∈ R(W ) we have
ηR(nf (w)) = (G×H X =−→ G×H X,nηXnf (w)).
We have nηXnf = nResGH(G×Hf)nηW by the naturality of η. Now the
diagram below is exponential,
G×H W
=

G×Hf // G×H X
=

G×H W = // G×H W G×Hf // G×H X
so we obtain the following.
nf (ηR(w)) = nf ((G×H W =−→ G×H W,nηW (w)))
= (G×H X =−→ G×H X,nResGH(G×Hf)nηW (w))
= ηR(nf (w))

Next we define a counit map
R : sN
G,H ResGH R→ R
for R ∈ sTamb(G). Using that ResGH R(ResGH V ) = R(G×H (ResGH V )),
we define R as below for X ∈ FinG.
R(X) : sN
G,H ResGH R(X)→ R(X)
(V
j−→ X, u) 7→ tjnV (u)
It is clear that this gives a well-defined function on sNG,H0 Res
G
H R(X).
It then descends to the quotient sNG,H ResGH R(X) since diagrams of
the form below are exponential and the distributive law holds in R.
G×H (ResGH DH(W, f, V ))
G×HeH

DH (W,f,V ) // DH(W, f, V )
p

G×H W
G×Hf
// G×H (ResGH V ) V // V
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We now check that this is a map of semi-Tambara functors.
Lemma 7.11. For any R ∈ sTamb(G), the maps R(X) determine a
map R in sTamb(G).
Proof. First we check that R commutes with restrictions. Suppose
given an element (V j−→ X, u) ∈ sNG,H ResGH R(X). Let f : Y → X be a
G-map and form the diagram below, where both squares are pullbacks.
G×H (ResGH V )
V // V
j // X
G×H (ResGH P )
G×H(ResGH p)
OO
P
// P q
//
p
OO
Y
f
OO
We now have the following.
R(rf ((V
j−→ X, u))) = R((P q−→ Y, rG×H(ResGH p)(u)))
= tqnP rG×H(ResGH p)(u)
= tqrpnV (u)
= rf tjnV (u)
= rf (R((V
j−→ X, u)))
That R commutes with transfers is trivial. Finally, we must show that
it commutes with norms. Hence let f : X → Y be a G-map, and form
the exponential diagram below.
B
e

b // C
p

V
j
// X
f
// Y
Then we have the following.
R(nf ((V
j−→ X, u))) = R((C p−→ Y, nG×H(ResGH b)rG×H(ResGH e)(u)))
= tpnCnG×H(ResGH b)rG×H(ResGH e)(u)
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Now nCnG×H(ResGH b) = nbnB by the naturality of , and the diagram
below is a pullback,
G×H (ResGH B)
B

G×H(ResGH e) // G×H (ResGH V )
V

B e
// V
so we also have nBrG×H(ResGH e) = renV . Thus we obtain
R(nf ((V
j−→ X, u))) = tpnbrenV (u)
= nf tjnV (u)
= nf (R((V
j−→ X, u))).

We can now demonstrate our adjunction for semi-Tambara functors.
Theorem 7.12. The above natural maps ηR : R→ ResGH sNG,HR and
R : sN
G,H ResGH R → R are the unit and counit, respectively, for an
adjunction (sNG,H ,ResGH) on semi-Tambara functors.
Proof. We will demonstrate the following.
(i) For any R ∈ sTamb(H) we have sNG,HR ◦ sNG,H(ηR) = 1.
(ii) For any R ∈ sTamb(G) we have ResGH(R) ◦ ηResGH R = 1.
We begin with (i); let R ∈ sTamb(H). Consider the composite below.
sNG,HR
sNG,H(ηR)−−−−−−→ sNG,H ResGH sNG,HR

sNG,HR−−−−−→ sNG,HR
First, we have the following.
sNG,H(ηR)((V
j−→ X, u)) =(
V
j−→ X, (G×H (ResGH V ) =−→ G×H (ResGH V ), nηResG
H
V
(u))
)
Applying sNG,HR, we obtain the following.
tjnV
(
(G×H (ResGH V ) =−→ G×H (ResGH V ), nηResG
H
V
(u))
)
An easy calculation gives the following.
nV
(
(G×H (ResGH V ) =−→ G×H (ResGH V ), nηResG
H
V
(u))
)
=
(V
=−→ V, nResGH(V )nηResGH V (u))
Now ResGH(V ) ◦ ηResGH V = 1 by the analogue of (ii) for the adjunction
(G ×H (− ),ResGH), so the above element is (V =−→ V, u). Applying tj,
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we obtain (V j−→ X, u), so (i) holds.
Now we check (ii); let R ∈ sTamb(G). Consider the composite
below.
ResGH R
η
ResG
H
R−−−−→ ResGH sNG,H ResGH R
ResGH(R)−−−−−→ ResGH R
We begin with an element u ∈ ResGH R(X) = R(G ×H X). Applying
ηResGH R, we obtain the following.
(G×H X =−→ G×H X,nG×H(ηX)(u))
Applying ResGH(R), we obtain
nG×HXnG×H(ηX)(u) = u
by the analogue of (i) for the adjunction (G×H (− ),ResGH). 
Remark: Examining the above proof, we see that our norm / re-
striction adjunction for semi-Tambara functors is deeply related to the
induction / restriction adjunction for sets with group action.
Next, suppose that R1 ∈ Tamb(H). Then for R2 ∈ Tamb(G) we
have the following.
HomTamb(H)(R1,Res
G
H R2) = HomsTamb(H)(R1,Res
G
H R2)(7.13)
∼= HomsTamb(G)(sNG,HR1, R2)
Hence we define the norm construction on Tambara functors
NG,H : Tamb(H)→ Tamb(G)
to be the composite of sNG,H with the additive completion functor.
For R ∈ Tamb(H) we define
ηR : R→ ResGH NG,HR
to be the additive completion of ηR : R→ ResGH sNG,HR, and
R : N
G,H ResGH R→ R
the additive completion of R : sNG,H ResGH R → R for R ∈ Tamb(G).
Then the following is immediate from 7.13 and Theorem 7.12.
Theorem 7.14. The above natural maps ηR and R are the unit and
counit, respectively, for an adjunction (NG,H ,ResGH) on Tambara func-
tors.
Next, recall that the functor NG,H is symmetric monoidal, so it pre-
serves commutative Green functors. Corollary 5.24 describes the struc-
ture maps. This gives us two ways of obtaining a commutative Green
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functor structure on the norm of a Tambara functor. We now check
that these are the same.
Proposition 7.15. The norm construction on Tambara functors co-
incides with the norm construction on underlying commutative Green
functors.
Proof. Let R ∈ Tamb(H), and let X ∈ FinG. Suppose given two
elements (V1
j1−→ X, u1) and (V j2−→ X, u2) of NG,HR(X). We first
multiply them using the Tambara functor structure. This produces
the element below.
n1∐ 1((V1∐V2 j1∐ j2−−−−→ X∐X, (u1, u2)))
To compute this, we form the exponential diagram below.
(V1 ×X V2)
∐
(V1 ×X V2)
pi1
∐
pi2

1
∐
1
// V1 ×X V2
j1pi1=j2pi2

V1
∐
V2
j1
∐
j2
// X
∐
X
1
∐
1
// X
We obtain the element below.
(V1 ×X V2 j1pi1−−→ X, rResGH pi1(u1) · rResGH pi2(u2))
Next we multiply the two elements using the structure map from Corol-
lary 5.24. We obtain the element below.
r∆
(
(V1 × V2 j1×j2−−−→ X ×X, u1 ⊗ u2)
)
Now the diagram below is a pullback,
V1 × V2 j1×j2 // X ×X
V1 ×X V2
k=pi1×pi2
OO
j1pi1
// X
∆
OO
so we obtain the following.
(V1 ×X V2 j1pi1−−→ X, rResGH k(u1 ⊗ u2))
Now we have u1 ⊗ u2 = (u1 ⊗ 1) · (1⊗ u2) = rResGH pi1(u1) · rResGH pi2(u2),
so that rResGH k(u1 ⊗ u2) = rResGH pi1(u1) · rResGH pi2(u2). 
Next we wish to identify the adjunction of Theorem 7.14 with the one
obtained from topology in [Ull2]. We begin by describing the latter ad-
junction. Let R ∈ Tamb(H), and let HR be a cofibrant model for the
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corresponding Eilenberg MacLane commutative ring spectrum. Corol-
lary 5.10 of [Ull2] gives the left adjoint of restriction from Tamb(G) to
Tamb(H) as
R 7→ pi0NGHHR,
with unit map ηtopR induced by the map below.
HR ∼= HR ∧ (S0)∧(G−H)/H Id∧1∧(G−H)/H−−−−−−−−→ HR ∧ (HR)∧(G−H)/H(7.16)
∼= ResGH NGHHR
To compare the two adjunctions, we begin by letting (HR)c be a cofi-
brant replacement, and considering the norm of the approximation map
NGH (HR)c → NGHHR.
Applying pi0, this induces a natural map
γR : N
G,HR→ pi0(NGHHR)(7.17)
of Mackey functors. Proposition 7.15 implies that it is a map of com-
mutative Green functors. We must first prove the following.
Lemma 7.18. For any R ∈ Tamb(H), the map γR is a map of G-
Tambara functors.
Proof. We need only show that the precomposite of γR with the com-
pletion map sNG,HR → NG,HR, which we denote by sγR, is a map
of semi-Tambara functors. Let X ∈ FinG, and let (V j−→ X, u) be an
element of sNG,HR(X). We compute the image of this element using
the notation of Section 6. We obtain the following.
sγR
(
(V
j−→ X, u)) = tjpiG,H? (u)
Now let f : X → Y be a G-map, and form the exponential diagram
below.
D ×Y X
e

pi1 // D
p

V
j
// X
f
// Y
We obtain the following.
nf
(
sγR
(
(V
j−→ X, u))) = tpnpi1repiG,H? (u)
A simple topological calculation yields
npi1repi
G,H
? (u) = npi1pi
G,H
? (rResGH e(u)) = pi
G,H
? (nResGH pi1rResGH e(u)),
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so that we have the following.
nf
(
sγR
(
(V
j−→ X, u))) = tppiG,H? (nResGH pi1rResGH e(u))
= sγR
(
(D
p−→ Y, nResGH pi1rResGH e(u))
)
= sγR
(
nf
(
(V
j−→ X, u)))

We can now relate our two adjunctions.
Theorem 7.19. The natural map 7.17 is the unique natural isomor-
phism relating the two adjunctions (NG,H ,ResGH) and (pi0NGHH,ResGH)
on Tambara functors.
Proof. The unique isomorphism relating the two adjunctions is the
unique natural transformation σ such that the following diagram com-
mutes for all R ∈ Tamb(H).
R
ηR
yy
ηtopR
&&
ResGH N
G,HR
ResGH σR
// ResGH pi0N
G
HHR
Thus, we must show that this diagram commutes for σ = γ. Let X be
an H-set, and let u ∈ R(X). Then we have
ResGH(γR)ηR(u) = pi
G,H
? (nηX (u)) ∈ pi0NGHHR(G×H X).
To compute this, we may first assume thatHR is a cofibrant and fibrant
commutative ring spectrum. Then its underlying spectrum is positive
fibrant, so u may be represented by a map
u : F1S
1 ∧X+ → HR.
Then nηX (u) may be represented by the map
(u, 1) : (constXF1S
1, const(G−H)×HXS
0)→ constResGH(G×HX)HR.
We now take the multiplicative push forward piG,H? and restrict to the
copy of X corresponding the identity coset. Letting {gi} be our set of
coset representatives, we note that for any x ∈ X ⊆ ResGH(G ×H X),
we have g−1i · (1, x) ∈ X only when gi = 1. It follows from the explicit
description of multiplicative push forwards in Section 6 that we can de-
scribe the result precisely as the map F1S1∧X+ → ResGH NGHHR which
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is equal, on the summand corresponding to x ∈ X, to the composite
below.
F1S
1 ∼= F1S1 ∧ (S0)∧(G−H)/H u∧1
∧(G−H)/H−−−−−−−−→ HR ∧ (HR)∧(G−H)/H
∼= ResGH NGHHR
Examining 7.16, we see that this is precisely ηtopR (u). 
Remark: Theorem 7.19 implies formally that the following diagram
commutes for any R ∈ Tamb(G), where the map on the right is in-
duced by the counit of the adjunction (NGH ,Res
G
H) on commutative
ring spectra.
NG,H ResGH R
R
%%
γ
ResG
H
R
∼=
// pi0N
G
H Res
G
H HR
topRxx
R
We can now generalize a special case of Proposition B.63 of [HHR].
Corollary 7.20. Let X ∈ commH be cofibrant and (−1)-connected,
and let Y ∈ SpH be cofibrant and (−1)-connected. Then for any map
f : Y → X which induces an isomorphism on pi0, the map
NGHf : N
G
HY → NGHX
induces an isomorphism on pi0.
Proof. Let R = pi0X. Then by Proposition 3.7 of [Ull2], we can con-
struct a cofibration p : X → HR in commH which induces the identity
on pi0. Now let k : Z → HR be a trivial fibration in SpH with Z cofi-
brant. Then we can complete the diagram below by the lifting axiom.
Y
f

q // Z
k

X p
// HR
The map q induces an isomorphism on pi0 since the other three maps
do. Then by Lemma 3.1, pi0NGH (q) is an isomorphism. Also, pi0NGH (k)
is an isomorphism by Theorem 7.19. Thus, it suffices to show that
pi0N
G
H (p) is an isomorphism as well. Let B ∈ Tamb(G). We have the
following chain of isomorphisms by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and the fact
that the norm functor gives the left adjoint of restriction from commG
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to commH .
HomTamb(G)(pi0N
G
HX,B)
∼= HomHo(commG)(NGHX,HB)
∼= HomHo(commH)(X,ResGH HB)
∼= HomTamb(H)(pi0X,ResGH B)
We have similar isomorphisms for HR. The result then follows from
Yoneda’s Lemma. 
Corollary 7.21. Let X ∈ commG be cofibrant and (−1)-connected,
and let Y ∈ SpG be cofibrant and (−1)-connected. Then for any map
f : Y → X which induces an isomorphism on pi0 and any T ∈ FinG,
the map
f∧T : Y ∧T → X∧T
induces an isomorphism on pi0.
Proof. Let T ∼= ∐iG/Hi. Then we have a natural isomorphism for
Z ∈ SpG as below.
Z∧T ∼=
∧
i
NGHi Res
G
Hi
Z(7.22)
For each i the map ResGHi f induces an isomorphism on pi0, so Corol-
lary 7.20 implies that NGHi Res
G
Hi
f induces an isomorphism on pi0. Now
the NGHi Res
G
Hi
Y are cofibrant in SpG and the NGHi Res
G
Hi
X are cofibrant
in commG, so all of these spectra are flat. It follows that the smash
products 7.22 for Z = Y and Z = X are derived smash products. Since
all of these spectra are (−1)-connected as well, these smash products
induce tensor products on pi0. 
8. Tambara Functors and Multiplicative Push Forwards
of Mackey Functors
In this section we give an alternative characterization of Tambara func-
tors in terms of multiplicative push forwards of Mackey functors. We
then relate this topologically to pi0CH and give an alternative formula
for T in these terms. We begin by recalling the notation and concepts
of Section 6. Letting T ∈ FinG, recall that BG(T ) is the translation
category of T , and that SpBG(T ) denotes the category of functors from
BG(T ) to orthogonal spectra. We call these BG(T )-spectra. We would
like a corresponding notion of BG(T )-Mackey functors. These should
correspond to BG(T )-spectra which are pointwise Eilenberg MacLane.
Suppose that X ∈ SpBG(T ) and that g is a morphism in BG(T ) from t1
to t2 (that is, g · t1 = t2). Letting Ht be the stabilizer of t for all t ∈ T ,
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we have Ht2 = gHt1g−1. Hence, we have a conjugation isomorphism as
below.
Ig : Ht1
∼=−→ Ht2
h 7→ ghg−1
This isomorphism clearly induces a corresponding isomorphism of cat-
egories (I−1g )∗ : SpHt1
∼=−→ SpHt2 . We can then describe our BG(T )-
spectrum X equivalently as a collection {Xt ∈ SpHt}t∈T together with
isomorphisms
(I−1g )
∗Xt
g−→∼= Xgt(8.1)
for each t ∈ T and g ∈ G which are suitably functorial, subject to the
condition that the above map is the action by g when g ∈ Ht. Now
pullback of group action along Ig induces an isomorphism of Burnside
categories Burn(Hgt)
∼=−→ Burn(Ht) which we shall denote by A 7→ Ag,
and precomposition with this functor then induces an isomorphism
Mack(Ht)
∼=−→Mack(Hgt) which we shall denote by
M 7→ gM.
Now for any n ∈ Z we clearly have a canonical isomorphism
pin(I
−1
g )
∗Xt ∼= g(pinXt),
and hence we have isomorphisms as below.
g(pinXt)
g−→∼= pinXgt
These satisfy the condition that, when g ∈ Ht, they coincide with the
restriction maps
g(pinXt)(V ) = pinXt(V
g)
∼=−→ pinXt(V )
induced by the isomorphisms below for each V ∈ FinHt .
V
∼=−→ V g
v 7→ g · v
Thus, a BG(T )-spectrum X is pointwise Eilenberg MacLane if and only
if it is Eilenberg MacLane at any set of orbit representatives for T , and
similarly for pointwise (−1)-connected objects. We now describe the
analogue of the Burnside category. We define Burn(BG(T )) to be the
category whose objects are finite G-sets over T , where the hom sets
are given by Grothendieck groups of correspondences over T . We now
define BG(T )-Mackey functors.
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Definition 8.2. Let T ∈ FinG. A BG(T )-Mackey functor M is a
contravariant, additive functor from Burn(BG(T )) to the category of
abelian groups. We denote the category of BG(T )-Mackey functors by
Mack(BG(T )).
Of course, if T ∼= ∐iG/Hi then Burn(BG(T )) ∼= ∏iBurn(Hi), so we
have an equivalence of categories as below.
Mack(BG(T )) ∼=
∏
i
Mack(Hi)(8.3)
Next note that G-sets over T are equivalent to BG(T )-sets: given a
map Y → T we can take Yt to be the preimage of t ∈ T , and given
{Yt}t∈T we can form
∐
t∈T Yt → T . Hence we can associate suspension
BG(T )-spectra to the objects of Burn(BG(T )). We have an equiva-
lence SpBG(T ) ∼=
∏
i SpHi corresponding to 8.3 which we can use to
define cotransfer maps between these suspension BG(T )-spectra. It is
clear from 8.1 that these maps do not depend on the choice of orbit
representatives. Hence we obtain the following.
Proposition 8.4. The homotopy category of suspension BG(T )-spectra
of finite G-sets over T is canonically equivalent to Burn(BG(T )). For
each n ∈ Z there is a functor as below.
pin : Ho(SpBG(T ))→Mack(BG(T ))
X 7→ [Sn ∧ Σ∞(− )+, X]
The functor pi0 induces an equivalence from the homotopy category of
pointwise Eilenberg MacLane BG(T )-spectra to Mack(BG(T )). For any
pointwise (−1)-connected BG(T )-spectrum X and M ∈Mack(BG(T )),
we have a natural isomorphism as below.
(pi0)∗ : HomHo(SpBG(T ))(X,HM)
∼=−→ HomMack(BG(T ))(pi0X,M)
Now let M ∈ Mack(G). Letting constTM := pi0(constTHM), and
recalling the adjunction between const and additive push forward noted
in Section 6, we obtain a canonical isomorphism as below for each
T ∈ FinG.
M(T ) ∼= HomMack(BG(T ))(constTA, constTM)
We can now define additive and multiplicative push forwards of these
objects. Let i : U → V be a G-map, and let M ∈ Mack(BG(U)).
We define the additive push forward associated to i in terms of the
topological push forward, as below.
i∗ : Mack(BG(U))→Mack(BG(V ))
M 7→ pi0i∗HM
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We also define the pullback along i by replacing i∗HM in the above
definition with i∗HM , and note that these are adjoint functors. We
define the multiplicative push forward similarly, as below.
i? : Mack(BG(U))→Mack(BG(V ))
M 7→ pi0i?HM
Note that in the above definitions we may replace HM with any (−1)-
connected object with the correct pi0. It follows that for any maps
i : U → V and j : V → W in FinG we have canonical isomorphisms
j∗i∗ ∼= (j ◦ i)∗, j?i? ∼= (j ◦ i)? and i∗j∗ ∼= (j ◦ i)∗.
We can describe these constructions algebraically. Let i : U → V be
a map in FinG. Then we obtain a restriction functor
Res(i) : Burn(BG(V ))→ Burn(BG(U))
W 7→ W ×V U
and an induction functor as below.
Ind(i) : Burn(BG(U))→ Burn(BG(V ))
(W
k−→ U) 7→ (W i◦k−→ V )
Using the topological adjunction between i∗ and i∗, we calculate
i∗M ∼= M ◦ Ind(i)
for M ∈ Mack(BG(V )). Since i∗ is left adjoint to i∗, and Ind(i) is left
adjoint to Res(i) (on opposite Burnside categories), it is formal that
i∗M ∼= M ◦ Res(i)
for M ∈ Mack(BG(U)). (In fact, i∗ and i∗ are both left and right
adjoint to one another, since Ind(i) and Res(i) are.) Note that these
induction and restriction functors, for i : G/K → G/H the canonical
projection for pairs of subgroups K ⊆ H, coincide with the usual in-
duction and restriction functors.
Next we give an algebraic description of the multiplicative push for-
ward i?.
Definition 8.5. Let M ∈ Mack(BG(U)) and let i : U → V be a map
in FinG. Let X be a finite G-set over V . We define F (i,M)(X) to be
the quotient of the free abelian group on the pairs (Y j−→ X, y), where
j is a map in FinG/V and y ∈M(Y ×V U), by the relations
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(i) (Y j−→ X, y) = (Y ′ j′−→ X, y′) when there is a commutative diagram
Y
j // X
Y ′
f ∼=
OO
j′
>>
such that f is an isomorphism and rf×V 1(u) = u′,
(ii) (Y1
∐
Y2
j1
∐
j2−−−−→ X, (y1, y2)) = (Y1 j1−→ X, y1) + (Y2 j2−→ X, y2), and
(iii) (Y j−→ X, tf (w)) = (Di(W, f, V ) j◦p−−→ X, re(w)) for any G-map
f : W → Y ×V U over U , where the diagram below is exponential.
Di(W, f, V )×V U
e

pi1 // Di(W, f, V )
p

W
f
// Y ×V U pi1 // Y
We define transfers for F (i,M) by composition on the generators, and
restrictions by pullback. Arguing as before with F (T,M) and NG,H , we
see that these are well-defined and determine a BG(V )-Mackey functor
F (i,M). Note that when i : T → ∗ we have a precise identification
F (i, i∗M) ∼= F (T,M)
for any M ∈ Mack(G) = Mack(BG(∗)), and for any subgroup H ⊆ G
and i : G/H → ∗ we have a precise identification
F
(
i, (Z
k−→ G/H) 7→M(k−1(H))) ∼= NG,HM
for any M ∈Mack(H).
Next we require a comparison map from F (i,M) to i?M . We shall
require the following proposition. The proof is left to the interested
reader.
Proposition 8.6. The following conclusions hold.
(i) For any G-map i : U → V there is a canonical isomorphism
i?(constUS
0) ∼= constV S0.
(ii) For any pullback diagram of G-sets as below there are canonical
natural isomorphisms j∗i?X ∼= q?p∗X and j∗i∗X ∼= q∗p∗X for
X ∈ SpBG(U).
P
q

p // U
i

W
j
// V
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(iii) For any G-maps j : W → U and i : U → V there is a canonical
natural isomorphism i?j∗X ∼= p∗f?e∗X for X ∈ SpBG(W ), where
the diagram below is exponential.
E
e

f // D
p

W
j
// U
i
// V
(8.7)
(iv) If 8.7 is exponential then, under the isomorphisms (i) and (iii),
i? of the cotransfer constUS0 → j∗constWS0 is equal to the co-
transfer constV S0 → p∗constDS0.
Now let i : U → V be a G-map, X ∈ SpBG(U) and j : W → V another
G-map. Form the pullback diagram below.
W ×V U
q

p // U
i

W
j
// V
Utilizing Proposition 8.6, we define a homotopy operation
pii? : pi0X(W ×V U)→ pi0i?X(W )
by the commutative diagram below.
[Σ∞(W ×V U)+, X]
∼=

pii? // [Σ∞W+, i?X]
∼=

[constW×V US
0, p∗X] q?
// [constWS
0, q?p
∗X ∼= j∗i?X]
Applying this to X = HM for M ∈Mack(BG(U)), we now define our
comparison map as below for i : U → V and arbitrary X ∈ FinG/V .
ΘiM(X) : F (i,M)(X)→ i?M(X)
(Y
j−→ X, y) 7→ tjpii?(y)
The fact that this map respects relation (iii) of Definition 8.5 follows
directly from part (iv) of Proposition 8.6. It is clear that it commutes
with transfers. Part (ii) of Proposition 8.6 implies that ΘiM commutes
with restrictions. Hence we have a natural transformation Θi. We
can now identify multiplicative push forwards of Mackey functors alge-
braically.
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Theorem 8.8. For any i : U → V and any M ∈ Mack(BG(U)), the
map ΘiM is an isomorphism.
Proof. Firstly, suppose that V = V1
∐
V2, so that U = U1
∐
U2 and
i = i1
∐
i2. We may also write M = (M1,M2). One easily sees that
we have a commutative diagram as below.
F (i,M)
∼=

ΘiM // i?M
∼=
(
F (i1,M1), F (i2,M2)
)
(Θ
i1
M1
,Θ
i2
M2
)
// (i1?M1, i2?M2)
Hence we are reduced to the case V = G/H, where H is some sub-
group of G. Now G-sets X over G/H correspond to H-sets under the
correspondence
(j : X → G/H) 7→ j−1(H).
It follows that U ∼= G×H U ′ and i ∼= G×H i′ for some H-map i′. Also,
M corresponds to an M ′ ∈ Mack(BH(U ′)). One easily sees that we
have a commutative diagram as below for any G-set X over G/H.
F (i,M)(X ∼= G×H X ′)
∼=

ΘiM // i?M(X ∼= G×H X ′)
∼=

F (i′,M ′)(X ′)
Θi
′
M′
// i′?M
′(X ′)
Hence we are reduced to the case V = ∗.
First suppose U = ∅. Then i?M ≡ A and the result follows by
inspection. Hence suppose U is nonempty. We may suppose inductively
that the theorem holds for all proper subgroups ofG. IfH is a subgroup
of G and X is an H-set then we may identify the map ΘiM(G ×H X)
with ΘRes
G
H i
ResGHM
(X) using similar arguments to those in the preceding
paragraph. Hence, we may assume that ΘiM is an isomorphism on all
levels G/H for H a proper subgroup of G. We now reduce to the
case where U is an orbit. Suppose U = U1
∐
U2, M = (M1,M2) and
i = i1
∐
i2. Then we have from topology an isomorphism
i1?M1 ⊗ i2?M2
∼=−→ i?M.
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We now define a pairing as below.
F (i1,M1)⊗ F (i2,M2)→ F (i,M)
(Y1
j1−→ X1, y1)⊗ (Y2 j2−→ X2, y2) 7→(
Y1 × Y2 j1×j2−−−→X1 ×X2, (rpiY1×U1 (y1), rpiY1×U2 (y2))
)
Examining the proof of Proposition 5.9, we see that it applies equally
well here, so that the above pairing is well-defined. Using the explicit
description of Θi, we obtain a commutative diagram as below.
F (i1,M1)⊗ F (i1,M2)
Θ
i1
M1
⊗Θi2M2

// F (i,M)
ΘiM

i1?M1 ⊗ i2?M2 ∼= // i?M
Assuming that the statement of the theorem holds for i1 and i2, the
left vertical map above is an isomorphism, so ΘiM has a section. By
our inductive hypothesis, this section must be an isomorphism on all
proper subgroups of G. Hence, to show that the top horizontal map
above is surjective, it suffices to check that it is surjective on geometric
fixed points. The geometric fixed points of F (i,M) are generated by
the elements of the form (∗ =−→ ∗, (y1, y2)). Such an element is the image
under the top horizontal map of (∗ =−→ ∗, y1) ⊗ (∗ =−→ ∗, y2). Thus, the
top horizontal map is an isomorphism, so ΘiM is as well.
Finally, we must prove the statement for i of the form G/H → ∗. In
this case, M can be identified with an H-Mackey functor M ′, and ΘiM
can be identified with the map ΘG,H
M ′ of Subsection 5.2. 
We will not need this algebraic description in what follows; we will
instead rely on the topological definitions. We will need the following
consequences of Proposition 8.6.
Corollary 8.9. The following conclusions hold.
(i) For any G-map i : U → V there is a canonical isomorphism
i?(constUA) ∼= constVA.
(ii) For any pullback diagram of G-sets as below there are canonical
natural isomorphisms j∗i?M ∼= q?p∗M and j∗i∗M ∼= q∗p∗M for
M ∈Mack(BG(U)).
P
q

p // U
i

W
j
// V
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(iii) For any G-maps j : W → U and i : U → V there is a canonical
natural isomorphism i?j∗M ∼= p∗f?e∗M for M ∈ Mack(BG(W )),
where the diagram below is exponential.
E
e

f // D
p

W
j
// U
i
// V
We now give an alternative characterization of Tambara functors. In
the following, we note that for any G-map i : U → V we have the
identification i∗(constVM) ∼= constUM , and we define the fold map
of i to be the counit ∇i : i∗(constUM) → constVM of the (i∗, i∗)
adjunction.
Definition 8.10. A multiplicative Mackey functor over G is a G-
Mackey functor M together with maps µi : i?(constUM) → constVM
for all i : U → V in FinG such that the following conditions hold.
(i) If i : ∗ =−→ ∗ then µi = Id.
(ii) If i : U → V and j : V → W then the diagram below commutes.
j?(i?(constUM))
∼=

j?(µi) // j?(constVM)
µj

(j ◦ i)?(constUM) µj◦i // constWM
(iii) If the square below is a pullback in FinG then the triangle com-
mutes.
P
q

p // U
i

q?(constPM)
µq

∼= // j∗i?(constUM)
j∗(µi)vv
W
j
// V constWM
(iv) If the rectangle below is exponential then the triangle commutes.
E
e

f // D
p

p∗f?(constEM)
∼= //
∇p◦p∗(µf ) ))
i?j∗(constWM)
µi◦i?(∇j)

W
j
// U
i
// V constVM
We denote the category of multiplicative Mackey functors over G by
MultMack(G).
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Theorem 8.11. For any finite group G, Tamb(G) is isomorphic to
MultMack(G).
Proof. First let R ∈ Tamb(G). We shall construct a family of maps µi
as follows. Let HR be a cofibrant commutative ring spectrum. Corol-
laries 7.20 and 7.21 imply that repeated multiplicative push forwards of
constant diagrams at HR have the correct pi0. Hence, for each G-map
i : U → V we may define µi to be pi0 of the evident multiplication map
i?(constUHR) → constVHR. It is trivial to check that (R, {µi}) is a
multiplicative Mackey functor.
Next, suppose that (R, {µi}) is a multiplicative Mackey functor, and
let i : U → V . We define the norm map for i by the commutative
diagram below.
R(U)
∼=

ni // R(V )
∼=

Hom(constUA, constUR)
Hom(− ,µi)◦i?
// Hom(constVA, constVR)
These norm maps respect composition and commute appropriately with
restrictions by parts (ii) and (iii), respectively, of Definition 8.10. They
convert identity maps into identity maps by parts (i) and (iii) of that
definition, since any identity map is a pullback of the identity map of
G/G. We verify the distributive law as follows. Let the diagram below
be exponential.
E
e

f // D
p

W
j
// U
i
// V
For any G-map k : B → C we let ∆k : constCA→ k∗(constBA) denote
the cotransfer associated to the fold map of k for S0. Then for any
w ∈ R(W ), the element tj(w) is represented by the composite below.
constUA
∆j−→ j∗(constWA) j∗(w)−−−→ j∗(constWR) ∇j−→ constUR
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We now examine the diagram below.
constVA ∼= i?(constUA) i?(∆
j)
// i?j∗(constWA)
∼=
tt
i?j∗(w)// i?j∗(constWR)
∼=
vv
i?(∇j)

p∗f?(constEA)
∼=

p∗f?e∗(w)
// p∗f?(constER)
p∗(µf )

i?(constUR)
µi

p∗(constDA)
p∗(nf re(w))
// p∗(constDR) ∇p
// constVR
This diagram commutes: the lower square commutes by the definition
of nf , while the trapezoid commutes by part (iv) of Definition 8.10.
The composite along the top and right sides is nitj(w). The composite
along the left side is ∆p by part (iv) of Proposition 8.6.
Thus we have constructed functors Tamb(G)→MultMack(G) and
MultMack(G) → Tamb(G). Examining the definition of the norm
maps for a commutative ring spectrum, one easily sees that the com-
posite functor from Tamb(G) to itself is the identity. It remains to
show that the Tambara functor associated to a multiplicative Mackey
functor (R, {µi}) determines the maps µi. We proceed by induction on
the order of G; hence, we may assume that the composite functor from
MultMack(H) to itself is the identity for all proper subgroups H of
G. Let i : U → V be a G-map. Suppose that V = V1
∐
V2, so that
U = U1
∐
U2 and i = i1
∐
i2. The diagram below is a pullback,
U1
i1

⊆ // U
i

V1 ⊆
// V
so part (iii) of Definition 8.10 implies that µi ∼= (µi1 , µi2). Part (iii) of
that definition also implies that µi is determined by µi′ for any map
i′ which is isomorphic to i. Hence, we are reduced to the case where
V = G/H for some subgroup H of G. In this case we have U ∼= G×HU ′
and i ∼= G×H i′. Now, we may define a restriction functor as below,
ResGH : MultMack(G)→MultMack(H)
(R, {µi}) 7→ (ResGH R, {(ResGH µ)i})
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where for any H-map i : U → V , we define (ResGH µ)i to be the map
corresponding to µG×H i under the evident isomorphism
Hom((G×H i)?(constG×HUR), constG×HVR) ∼=
Hom(i?(constU Res
G
H R), constV Res
G
H R).
We then have a commutative diagram as below.
MultMack(G)

ResGH // MultMack(H)

Tamb(G)
ResGH
// Tamb(H)
It then follows by our inductive hypothesis that µi is determined by
the associated Tambara functor when V = G/H and H is a proper
subgroup of G. Hence we are reduced to the case V = ∗. Pulling
i back along the map G/H → ∗ and applying the above argument,
we see that all restrictions of µi to proper subgroups are determined.
Hence, it suffices to show that
µi(G/G) : R
⊗U(G/G)→ R(G/G)
is determined on a set of elements which generate the geometric fixed
points of R⊗U . By Subsection 5.1, we may take the elements of the
form (∗ =−→ ∗, u ∈ R(U)). Applying µi to this element, we obtain
ni(u). Hence, µi is determined by the associated Tambara functor for
all G-maps i. 
The notion of a multiplicative Mackey functor is formally somewhat
similar to the notion of an algebra over a pair of operads, with the
actions represented here by the µi and ∇i. Hence, one might expect
the Tambara functors to be the algebras over some monad. We confirm
this below.
Proposition 8.12. For any finite group G the category Tamb(G) is
isomorphic to the category of algebras over the free Tambara functor
monad T.
Proof. It is formal that we have a functor
Tamb(G)→Mack(G)[T].
Now suppose we have an algebra R over T. Let m : TR → R denote
the action map. Then for any map f : X → Y in FinG we define
nf := m(Y ) ◦ nf ◦ θR(X). (Recall that θR is the unit map for the
monad T.) Since θR and m commute with restrictions and transfers,
and m ◦ θR = 1, all the axioms for a Tambara functor are clear, except
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that the norm maps respect composition. Let p : T ◦ T → T be the
multiplication map of T. Then the diagram below commutes by the
naturality of θ and the definition of T-algebras.
TR
m

θTR // TTR
T(m)

pR // TR
m

R
θR
// TR m // R
Now let f : X → Y and h : Y → Z be G-maps, and let x ∈ R(X). We
apply the above diagram to the element nhθTR(nfθR(x)) ∈ TTR(Z).
The middle vertical map is a map of Tambara functors, so by using its
commutativity with norms and the commutativity of the left square
above we obtain the element nhθRmnfθR(x). Applying m, we obtain
nh(nf (x)). Now note that nhθTR(nfθR(x)) can be represented by the
pair below. (
Y
h−→ Z =−→ Z, (X f−→ Y =−→ Y, x))
Applying pR, which is the counit of the adjunction between Mackey
and Tambara functors for TR, we obtain
nh
(
(X
f−→ Y =−→ Y, x)) = (X h◦f−−→ Z =−→ Z, x)
= nhfθR(x).
Hence, applying m we obtain nhf (x). We have constructed a functor
Mack(G)[T]→ Tamb(G).
It is clear that the composite functor from Tamb(G) to itself is the
identity. Hence it suffices to show that the action map m : TR→ R of
an algebra is determined by the associated Tambara functor. We know
from Section 2 that any element of TR(X) is a difference of elements
of the form (U i−→ V j−→ X, u), where u ∈ R. This element is tjniθR(u),
so we must have
m
(
(U
i−→ V j−→ X, u)) = tjmniθR(u) = tjni(u).

Now we know by Corollary 1.3 that T ∼= pi0CH. There is a fascinating
relationship between the notion of a multiplicative Mackey functor and
the structure of pi0CH, which we now explain. Let M be a Mackey
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functor, and let HM be positive cofibrant. Then there is a weak equiv-
alence as below.
CHM ∼←−
∨
n≥0
EGΣn+ ∧Σn (HM)∧n
Here, EGΣn is the universal space for the family FG[n] of subgroups of
G× Σn which have trivial intersection with 1× Σn. Recall that these
subgroups are the sets of the form
Hφ := {(h, φ(h)) : h ∈ H}
for subgroups H of G and homomorphisms φ : H → Σn. We denote
the category of (G× Σn)-orbits of the form (G× Σn)/Hφ by O(G;n).
Now if we only wish to calculate pi0, we may replace EGΣn with its
1-skeleton. We may take the following,
EGΣ
[1]
n = hocoeq
(∐
(G× Σn)/Lλ ⇒
∐
H,φ
(G× Σn)/Hφ
)
where the first coproduct is over pairs of distinct maps in O(G;n) (with
the same domain). Smashing over Σn with (HM)∧n and taking pi0, we
obtain a coequalizer, which can be re-written as a colimit as below.
pi0(HM)∧n/Σn ∼= colim
(G×Σn)/Hφ∈O(G;n)
pi0
(
((G× Σn)/Hφ)+ ∧Σn (HM)∧n
)
To understand this colimit, we shall require a few lemmas.
Lemma 8.13. Let Hφ be a subgroup of G×Σn in FG[n], and let X be
a (G× Σn)-spectrum. Then there is a natural isomorphism
(G× Σn/Hφ)+ ∧Σn X ∼= G+ ∧H Xφ,
where Xφ is X with H-action multiplied by the pullback of the Σn-action
along φ.
Proof. The above spectrum is
((G× Σn/Hφ)+ ∧X)/Σn ∼= ((G× Σn)+ ∧Hφ X)/Σn
∼= (Σn\G× Σn)+ ∧Hφ X ∼= G+ ∧Hφ X,
where Hφ acts on G via its projection onto H. The last spectrum above
can be described equivalently as G+ ∧H Xφ. 
We leave the next two lemmas to the reader.
Lemma 8.14. Let H and L be subgroups of G, and let φ : H → Σn
and λ : L→ Σn be homomorphisms. There is a map in FinG×Σn
G× Σn/Lλ → G× Σn/Hφ
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sending the identity coset to (g, σ)Hφ if and only if L ⊆ gHg−1 and
λ(l) = σφ(g−1lg)σ−1
for all l ∈ L.
Lemma 8.15. Let H and L be subgroups of G, and let φ : H → Σn and
λ : L→ Σn be homomorphisms. Suppose there is a map in FinG×Σn
f : G× Σn/Lλ → G× Σn/Hφ
sending the identity coset to (g, σ)Hφ. Let the following diagram com-
mute, where the vertical isomorphisms are given by Lemma 8.13 and
X ∈ SpG.
(G× Σn/Lλ)+ ∧Σn X∧n
∼=

f+∧ΣnId // (G× Σn/Hφ)+ ∧Σn X∧n
∼=

G+ ∧L (X×n)λ
f ′
// G+ ∧H (X∧n)φ
Then f ′ may be represented schematically as below.
f ′ : G+ ∧L (X∧n)λ → G+ ∧H (X∧n)φ
[k,∧jxj] 7→ [kg,∧j(g−1 · xσ(j))]
Now when Hφ ∈ FG[n], let us denote the set {1, ..., n} with H-action
through φ by {1, ..., n}φ. Using Lemma 8.13, we now have the following,
pi0(HM)∧n/Σn ∼= colim
(G×Σn)/Hφ∈O(G;n)
IndGH(Res
G
HM)
⊗{1,...,n}φ(8.16)
where the maps in the colimit are determined by Lemma 8.15. We
now construct a similar colimit from the definition of a multiplicative
Mackey functor. We focus on (iii) of Definition 8.10 (the assumption
on pullback squares). We define P (G) to be the category whose objects
are morphisms in FinG, and where the morphisms are morphisms of
arrows which produce pullback squares. If (M, {µi}) is a multiplicative
Mackey functor then the maps
µi : i?(constUM)→ constVM
are adjoint, via the maps piV : V → ∗, to maps
µ′i : pi
V
∗ i?(constUM)→M.
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If the diagram below is a pullback,
B
b

f // D
d

C c
// E
then the commutative triangles
b?(constBM)
µb

∼= // c∗d?(constDM)
c∗(µd)vv
constCM
are adjoint to commutative triangles,
c∗b?(constBM)

// d?(constDM)
µdvv
constEM
and hence to commutative triangles as below.
piC∗ b?(constBM)
µ′b

// piE∗ d?(constDM)
µ′duu
M
Note that the top maps above are defined for all M , and give a func-
tor from P (G) to Mack(G). The diagram above then gives a cocone
from this functor to M . Hence, a reasonable candidate for the "free
multiplicative Mackey functor monad" is the colimit below.
colim
i:U→V ∈P (G)
piV∗ i?(constUM)
We now identify this colimit with 8.16.
Theorem 8.17. For any M ∈Mack(G) there is an isomorphism
F : colim
i:U→V ∈P (G)
piV∗ i?(constUM)
∼=−→ pi0CHM.
Proof. We begin by defining F . One can mimic the notion of a mul-
tiplicative Mackey functor, replacing Mackey functors with spectra.
Then commutative ring spectra are naturally "multiplicative" in this
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sense. Taking HM to be positive cofibrant, we take F to be the map
induced by applying pi0 to the composites
pi∗i?(constUHM)→ pi∗i?(constUCHM) µ
′
i−→ CHM,
where the left maps are induced by the inclusions HM ⊆−→ CHM .
To show that F is an isomorphism, we begin by examining the struc-
ture of P (G). First of all, if V = V1
∐
V2 then U = U1
∐
U2 and
i = i1
∐
i2. Then we have
piV∗ i?(constUM) ∼= piV1∗ i1?(constU1M)⊕ piV2∗ i2?(constU2M),
and since the diagrams
Uj
ij

⊆ // U
i

Vj ⊆
// V
are pullbacks for j = 1, 2, if one has a cocone then the map for i must
be the direct sum of the maps for i1 and i2. Thus one sees that we
obtain the same colimit if we restrict ourselves to the full subcategory
of P (G) such that the targets V are orbits. In this case, the maps i
have degrees. Since pullbacks preserve fibers, this full subcategory is a
disjoint union over components, by degree. We may further restrict to
a full subcategory containing all isomorphism classes. Hence, for each
n ≥ 0 we let P (G;n) denote the full subcategory of P (G) consisting of
the arrows of the form
G×H {1, ..., n}φ G×Hpi−−−→ G/H,
where φ : H → Σn is a homomorphism. Thus, our colimit is a direct
sum over n ≥ 0 of colimits of IndGH(ResGHM)⊗{1,...,n}φ over the P (G;n).
We will identify these precisely with the colimits 8.16.
First of all, it is clear that the objects of P (G;n) correspond to the
objects of O(G;n). We need only show that the morphisms in the two
diagrams correspond as well; it is then easy to see using the explicit
isomorphisms in Lemma 8.13 that the two cocones are identical. First
we dispose of the special cases n = 0, 1. For n = 0, the sources U are
empty, and we see that ∅ → ∗ is the terminal object. Hence, our colimit
over P (G, 0) is pi0S0 ∼= A, and this is clearly mapped isomorphically to
pi0(HM)∧0. Similarly, for n = 1 the maps i are isomorphisms and we
have a terminal object ∗ =−→ ∗. Hence, our colimit over P (G; 1) is M ,
which is clearly mapped isomorphically to pi0(HM)∧1.
Finally, fix n ≥ 2. Let L and H be two subgroups of G, and let
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λ : L → Σn and φ : H → Σn be homomorphisms. Now consider a
diagram as below.
G×L {1, ..., n}λ

p // G×H {1, ..., n}φ

G/L q
// G/H
This diagram is a pullback if it commutes and induces isomorphisms
on corresponding fibers. Since G/L is a transitive G-set, the condition
on the fibers may be checked on the single fiber over L. The map q
corresponds to an L-fixed coset of G/H. Suppose that q(L) = gH,
so that L ⊆ gHg−1. Then the fiber over gH may be identified as
{[g, j] : 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Now let σ ∈ Σn. Then we attempt to define a
map p by
p([1, j]) := [g, σ−1(j)].
This defines a pullback diagram if and only if the above definition is
L-equivariant. Hence let l ∈ L. We have l · [1, j] = [1, λ(l)(j)], so that
p(l · [1, j]) = [g, σ−1λ(l)(j)]. We also have
l · p([1, j]) = [lg, σ−1(j)] = [g · g−1lg, σ−1(j)] = [g, φ(g−1lg)σ−1(j)].
Hence, we have a pullback diagram if and only if
σ−1λ(l) = φ(g−1lg)σ−1,
for all l ∈ L, which is equivalent by Lemma 8.14 to the existence of a
(G×Σn)-map from (G×Σn)/Lλ to (G×Σn)/Hφ sending the identity
coset to (g, σ)Hφ. Now for h ∈ H we have
[g, σ−1(j)] = [gh, φ(h)−1σ−1(j)] = [gh, (σφ(h))−1(j)],
so the map specified by (g, σ) is the same as the map specified by
(gh, σφ(h)); that is, two element of G×Σn specify the same pullback di-
agram exactly when they represent the same coset of Hφ, and hence the
same (G×Σn)-map from (G×Σn)/Lλ to (G×Σn)/Hφ. Using this cor-
respondence, one easily checks that P (G;n) is isomorphic to O(G;n).
Let i : G×L{1, ..., n}λ → G/L and k : G×H{1, ..., n}φ → G/H be the
projection maps. Then we have, schematically,
(gH,∧jxj) = g · (H,∧j(g−1 · xj))
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in k?(constG×H{1,...,n}φX) for any X ∈ SpG, so one easily sees from
Lemma 8.15 that the maps
G+ ∧L (ResGL HM)∧{1,...,n}λ ∼= piG/L∗ i?(constG×L{1,...,n}λHM)→
piG/H∗ k?(constG×H{1,...,n}φHM) ∼= G+ ∧H (ResGH HM)∧{1,...,n}φ
that we used to define F coincide, after applying pi0, with those occuring
in the colimit 8.16. 
Corollary 8.18. Let M ∈ Mack(G). For each G-map i : U → V ,
let µi be the corresponding structure map for TM regarded as a mul-
tiplicative Mackey functor, and let µ′i be the adjoint of µi. Then the
composite maps
piV∗ i?(constUM)
piV∗ i?(constUθM )−−−−−−−−−→ piV∗ i?(constUTM)
µ′i−→ TM
determine an isomorphism
colim
i:U→V ∈P (G)
piV∗ i?(constUM)
∼=−→ TM.
Remark: The way that these comparison maps are defined is pre-
cisely how one would define a map of monads whose algebra categories
were isomorphic. Unfortunately, it appears to be difficult to construct a
monad algebraically from the definition of multiplicative Mackey func-
tors, though it should be possible in principle.
Remark: If R ∈ Tamb(G) and i : U → V is a map in FinG, then
we can compute the adjoint structure maps µ′i for R in terms of the
description given by Definition 8.5. For any X ∈ FinG, µ′i(X) is as
below.
µ′i(X) : pi
V
∗ i?R(X)→ R(X)
(Y
j×k−−→ X × V, y ∈ R(Y ×V U)) 7→ tjnpiY (y)
It follows that the maps in Corollary 8.18 are as below.
(Y
j×k−−→ X × V, y) 7→ (Y ×V U piY−→ Y j−→ X, y)
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